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St. Petersburg Police
Mounted Patrol Unit

S

Jeannie Carlson

t. Petersburg cannot be called a ‘one-horse
town.’ In fact, in addition to the quaint
horse-drawn carriages along Beach Drive,
the city has a Mounted Police Unit that patrols
the downtown waterfront parks and
entertainment district. The Mounted Unit,
which consists of two officers and two horses,
is part of the Traffic Division of the St. Petersburg
Police Department as an enhancement to the
police presence downtown, particularly during
weekends and special events.

In July, 2009 when the Boston Police
Department was in the process of disbanding
their historic mounted units, they donated two
of their trained, Percheron/Thoroughbred-cross
horses to the St. Petersburg Police Department.
The last time the St. Petersburg Police
Department employed a mounted unit was back
in 1927. The donation of these horses facilitated
a resurgence of the unit in the bustling little
metropolis that is now the City of St. Petersburg
in the 21st century.
Continued on page 28

Tom Davis and some of his finished pottery

Thrown by Tom

G

Officer Ron Try and his four-legged partner Brooklyn, and Officer Jason Hughes and his equine partner Jacob

Keeping St. Pete Special

A

major attribute of our city’s specialness is our sense of place. A large part of our sense
of place is the unique blend of historic buildings and places along with the excitement of
new development. St. Petersburg Chamber President Chris Steinocher stated it well:
“The secret of our City’s current livability is the vibe created by offering the natural mix of
wonderfully built historic structures and districts, seamlessly connected and complemented with
new developments and dwellings.”
But despite this recognition of the importance of historic preservation, our city has once again
gone through a contentious
debate trying to find a balance
between new development
and historic preservation. This
time, the debate involved the
former Central Bank Building
(dating from 1912) and the
adjacent Pheil Hotel and
Theater (dating from 1917),
the city’s first skyscraper, on
the 400 block of Central. The
matter was complicated and
involved, and we will not
Snell Arcade, also known as the Rutland Building. Perhaps St. Petersburg’s
recount the specifics here.
most iconic historic building, the towers of which are used by Saint
Rather, we should be thankful Petersburg Preservation as their logo. Built in the Mediterranean Revival
the matter ended with a style it dates from 1928. It was added to the National Register of Historic
Continued on page 34

Places in 1982 and designated a local landmark in 1986. Circa 1940.

Courtesy of Michaels Family Collection

Will Michaels

Linda Dobbs

ranada Terrace resident Tom Davis is a true craftsman –
even an artist. Craftsmen work with their hands and
heads, but artists also work with their hearts according
to St. Francis of Assisi. Well, Tom certainly has heart – he spends
4-6 hours per day at the Morean Center for Clay totally immersed
in pottery. He even sometimes helps with the firing of ceramic
creations. Imagine that in Florida’s summer heat.
Tom first embraced pottery in South Korea in 1971-72 where
he was stationed as a captain in the US Air Force. His teacher
was a famous potter named Angelo Garzio specializing in Raku
ware, a type of Japanese pottery customarily used in tea ceremonies
since the 16th century. Raku means ‘enjoyment,’ ‘comfort,’ or
‘ease’ and it is traditionally characterized by being hand-shaped
rather than just thrown – exactly what drew Tom to this craft.
When people talk about throwing pottery, they usually mean
the entire process from the time the clay touches the potter’s
wheel until the time the wheel is stopped. In other words,
throwing is the entire activity of shaping the clay on the potter’s
wheel. In Tom’s words, “to throw the clay means to bend it
between your finger joints.”
After a bowl is removed from the wheel it sits under plastic
all night or even two days before it is ready for carving and
designing. Tom uses a torch to prevent the wet clay from sliding
and falling while fashioning the decorative touches with his
fingers. It reminds one of making a decorative edge to a pie crust;
this just takes a more talented touch. Then there is the complex
process of finishing the piece.
Raku uses the unique low-firing bisque process which is only
1700-1800°. This is the practice of pre-firing ware without glaze
to make it impervious to water, resistant to damage during
handling, and absorbent for glazing. Tom dabs under-glazing on
the design, then does bisque firing, then glaze is applied, and the
piece goes back in the kiln for another firing.
“It’s alchemy,” Tom says. He’s not kidding; it is complicated
and uncertain, and has many variations. It takes almost a month
to do everything. Tom formulates his own glaze colors, and what
he chooses depends on whether the piece will be low-fired or
high-fired. There are also 50 to 100 types of clay from which to
select and he has his favorites.
Raku are somewhat porous vessels because of the low firing
temperatures, the lead glazes, and the removal of pieces from the
kiln while still glowing hot. In the traditional Japanese process,
the fired Raku piece is removed from the hot kiln and is allowed
to cool in the open air.
Here at the Morean Center for Clay, the familiar technique
of placing the ware in a container filled with combustible material
is not a traditional Raku practice, but a technique that has been
Continued on page 38
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Summer 2016 St. Pete Real Estate Market Update:
If you’ve been thinking about selling your property, NOW is the perfect time to capitalize! Here’s why:
#1 We’re in a red-hot Seller’s market! #2 Inventory is low and St. Pete homes are commanding premium prices!
#3 There’s a strong demand from Buyers (all cash and mortgages) #4 Interest rates are incredibly low!
My Latest Listings

4721 Coconut Palm Cir NE

1849 Ohio Ave NE

LAST OFFERED AT: $699,000

LAST OFFERED AT: $299,000

Listed & Sold in 54 Days!

Listed & Sold in 20 Days!

Note: Sold dates are based on information from the MLS

Call Me Today for a
FREE Comparative
Market Analysis for Your Property!
COMPETENT | COURTEOUS | RESPONSIVE

Work with a highly skilled agent with a
Broker’s License and MBA!

www.TampaBayResidentialProperties.com
www.facebook.com/ChristopherEwingRealtor
RE/MAX METRO is independently owned and operated and sells more residential
real estate annually in South Pinellas than any other brokerage.

(Mobile/Text)

EXTRAORDINARY ART. EXCLUSIVE HOMES.

GROWING A
COMMUNITY
ONE HOME
AT A TIME
Our clients put their trust in us to find them
the perfect home. Whether it’s a single person
looking for a condo in lively downtown or a family
looking for a suburban house with a pool, we go
the extra mile to find that perfect property. In the
past several years, we’ve helped many people
find their dream home in the Tampa Bay area,
and we can help you do it too. But don’t take our
word for it, see what one of our happy customers
says about his new digs!

HERE’S A FEW MORE OF OUR SATISFIED CUSTOMERS
Jeffrey Alaimo
Joe Althouse
Nancy and Stu Brown
Alicia Bryan
Patti and Robert Bryant
Carol and Joe Boulay
Kathryn and Dick Charles
Lynne Craver
Kirsten and Peter Davey
Glenn Dean and Craig Milan
Elyse and Tommy del Zoppo
Paul Dopp
Truc Duong
Alaina and Sam Elliott
Kevin Fantauzzo
Carolyn and Ray Ferwerda
Ashley and Jeff Fox
Adeev Getzel
Brian Golder
Lugia Gomez and Asaf Baruh
James Hartzell
Katie Healy
Gail and David Hecht
Michelle and Brooke Hoover

Hazel and Bill Hough
Rebecca and James Hunt
Julie and Marcel Jacob
Florence and Arnaud Joliff
Marsha and Keith Kuhlman
Beth and Lane Lastinger
Susan and Louis Lembo
Tracey and Eric Lynn
Jeanne and Ed Mansfield
Talor and Cory Matthews
Kathleen and Dave Miller
Denise and Brian Mills
Samantha Morris
Melissa Muguruza
Marvie Muncie
Carol Nelson and Bob Hopewell
Pamela and Jerry Odening
Sherry and Gene Oliver
Robin and Charlie Potter
Jim Reichert
Melanie and Martin Rice
Larry Schwartz
Simone Tieber
Mark Wemple

The Rice family, including Cannon (7) and his brother Conrad (4),
are enjoying their new home in St. Petersburg’s historic Pink Streets.

SARAH & DON HOWE
ST. PETERSBURG’S DREAM HOME SPECIALISTS
727 498 0610 | sarah@howepg.com | don@howepg.com | sarahanddonhowe.com
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P U B L IS H E R’S N OT E

LCC Day School
Pre-K2 through 8th Grade

Going out on a limb can be scary. What if the branch breaks? What if I
can’t climb back down? What might I see when I get to the very tip?
It seems to me that this issue is packed full of folks going out on a limb
and creating some fabulous results for the greater good.
For instance, I just love having a couple of gentle giants in horse form
keeping our downtown safe and orderly, and it is yet another way in which
St. Pete is one of the coolest cities on Earth. I am sure it was no easy
decision to reinstate a mounted patrol unit after 37 years of not having
one. But, someone went out on a limb, saw the big picture merits, and
here they are! Read about officers Brooklyn and Jacob and their riders,
Ron Try and Jason Hughes, and delight in getting to know them.
Sometimes going out on a limb doesn’t mean going it alone. Sometimes
it means that many people must continually regroup, be open to people
on the ground looking up with great ideas, be willing to go out to the very
edge, and know that what lies beyond is all good. Read the cover story,
Keeping St. Pete Special, and realize that when seemingly opposing sides
go out on a limb together, everyone reaps the benefits of those hard-toreach fruits.
And talk about going out on a limb, practically literally! Tom Stovall is
at it again. I get dizzy just thinking about being 100 feet off the ground,
let alone to paint a mural on a water tower. As the original artist, Tom is
now giving the Crescent Lake tower’s mural a refresh with new colors
and special touches. What a gift for the greater good!
Finally, I can’t think of a better reason to go out on a limb than for family.
I honestly got teary-eyed reading about how ONE neighbor, Wendy Lewis,
put herself out there to honor her husband’s 20 years of service in the
Marine Corps. Read their story on page 10, and see how wonderful being
vulnerable can be!
And, on that note, we at the Northeast Journal would like to celebrate
the Heart Gallery and the families who have gone out on a limb of a lifetime
to adopt the now over 300 children served by this great organization (see
page 37). Please consider doing what you can to extend their reach. The
rewards continue for generations!
Enjoy your summer!

Jen

CORRECTION: My profuse apologies for incorrectly listing the writer of There Are
No Coincidences: A Story of Two Athletes, about Carolyn Kiper and Diane Berberian,
in the May/June 2016 issue of the NEJ. Many thanks to Livia Zien for the beautiful
article. Mea culpa!

Julie Johnston, art director
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M EE T TH E W R ITE R S
We would like to sincerely thank and introduce our writers. The time and talent they dedicate to writing about good people, good places, and good things happening
is what makes the Northeast Journal the quality publication that our readers have come to expect and love.

Annette Baesel is a freelance travel writer and photographer.
Like her cats, she is curious about everything. She loves long
road trips, baseball, books, and pie. She and her husband
Jerry have lived in St. Pete since 2010.

James Martin and his wife have been residents in the historic
Old Northeast for the past 4 years. James is a graduate of
the USFSP, and is an everyday outdoorsman who enjoys
anything that includes being on the water or surrounded by
nature. [everydayoutdoorsman@gmail.com]

Jeannie Carlson is a correspondent for Tampa Bay
Newspapers, Inc. and an adjunct professor of English at local
colleges in the area. A resident of the Old Northeast since
2000, she is the publicity/entertainment chair for the Suncoast
Scandinavian Club. [carlburn@tampabay.rr.com]

Will Michaels is retired as executive director of the History
Museum and has served as president of St. Petersburg
Preservation and vice president of the Dr. Carter G. Woodson
Museum of African American History. He is the author of The
Making of St. Petersburg. [wmichaels2@tampabay.rr.com]

Rick Carson has lived in St. Pete since 2001, after a career
journey that took him from national Republican politics to the
innkeeper of a B&B – from the cesspools of Washington to
cleaning guestroom toilets (ask him if there is any difference).

Janan Talafer A long-time Snell Isle resident, Janan Talafer
enjoys writing about people and places in St. Petersburg, her
adopted hometown. She loves swing dancing, blues music,
and gardening, even when the weeds threaten to overtake
the yard. [janantalafer@gmail.com]

Linda Dobbs, 12-year ONE resident; lived/worked in 10
states and three continents; a journalist/editor for 40 years;
member of City’s International Relations Committee and Dali
Guild; Tai Chi enthusiast; docent-in-training at Sunken
Gardens. Husband Bob, 3 children, 3 grandchildren. [linda_
dobbs@yahoo.com]
Becky Malowany is a Tampa Bay native, Snell Isle resident,
freelance writer, and businesswoman. She earned her
Master’s Degree from the George Washington University and
Bachelor’s from FSU. Becky has a passion for travel, art,
sports, animal welfare, and the environment. [rlemmon123@
gmail.com]

Holly K. Walker has over 20 years of experience in speaking
and writing both professionally and socially. She has been a
resident of NE St. Petersburg since 1995. She is married and
has two children. She also enjoys philanthropy and serves
on several boards. [walker93@gte.net]

RESEDENTIAL • COMMERCIAL • INDOOR AIR QUALITY

Committed to 100% Customer Satisfaction

KRON
& WEST

INC.

Class ‘A’ State Certified CAC1814552 and CAC042743

AIR CONDITIONING
EST. 1984

Dana Wood, a recent transplant from New York City, is a
former beauty director for BRIDES and W magazines. She has
written for numerous national publications, and is an author,
copywriter, and blogger. You can view her portfolio at www.
danawoodwriter.com.

A D V E RT I S E i n t h e
N O RT H E A S T J O U R N A L

727-345-0317
www.kronwest.com

2007
2008
2009
2012
2013
2014
2015

Contact Susan at
727.259.3149 or
northeastjournal
@gmail.com
We Service and Repair All Brands

Call us for details on our specials and rebates!

1850 Brightwaters Boulevard NE
$3,425,000 | Web ID U7779628
Alona Dishy
727.458.8037

740 123rd Avenue
$1,895,000 | Web ID U7776479
Alona Dishy
727.458.8037

4900 60th Avenue South
$1,399,000 | Web ID U7771480
Alona Dishy
727.458.8037

175 1st Street South #3203
$1,395,000 | Web ID U7749330
Gunn Swainston Group
727.421.7234

1135 Monterey Boulevard NE
$999,800 | Web ID U7778195
Sandy Waterbury
727.507.1788

5366 62nd Avenue South
$2,175,000 | Web ID U7758973
Alona Dishy
727.458.8037

2300 Andalusia Way NE
$990,000 | Web ID U7765256
Sandy Waterbury & Jenny Putrino
727.507.1788

4801 Osprey Drive South #502
$515,000 | Web ID U7778093
Frank Fage
727.492.7817

2244 Central Avenue
$450,000 | Web ID U7761755
Gunn Swainston Group
727.421.7234

300 Beach Drive NE #2801
$4,100,000 | Web ID U7765462
Alona Dishy
727.458.8037

1800 North Shore Drive NE
$3,395,000 | Web ID U7752431
Alona Dishy
727.458.8037

614 Columbus Drive
$2,695,000 | Web ID U7768345
Gunn Swainston Group
727.421.7234

300 Beach Drive NE #210
$2,110,000 | Web ID U7752442
Alona Dishy
727.458.8037

6020 Lakeside Drive
$450,000 | Web ID U7774676
Kelly Lee McFrederick
727.410.3605

100 4th Avenue South #229
$345,000 | Web ID U7761542
Frank Fage
727.492.7817

19,000 associates | 835 offices worldwide | 63 countries and territories globally | 35 Premier Sotheby’s International Realty locations

ST. PETERSBURG | 727.898.6800
102 2nd Avenue NE, St. Petersburg, Florida 33701
Sotheby’s International Realty® and the Sotheby’s International Realty logo are registered service marks used with permission. Each office is independently owned and operated. Equal Housing Opportunity.
Property information herein is derived from various sources including, but not limited to, county records and multiple listing services, and may include approximations. All information is deemed accurate.
*Hamlet at Payannet near Gardanne by Paul Cezanne used with permission.

PREMIERSOTHEBYSREALTY.COM
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M E ET Y O U R NE IG H B O R
To be considered for the Meet Your Neighbor page, you may contact Susan Alderson at susie2wong@gmail.com.

Theresa
Matthews

Pam
DiMuccio

Maureen
McCarthy

14th Avenue NE

14th Avenue NE

6th Avenue NE

If your high school friends were asked what they
thought you would be doing today, what would
they say?

Something related to science
Using only one word, name something significant
about your life today.

(New) friends

If your high school friends were asked what they
thought you would be doing today, what would
they say?

They would definitely say I was probably an actress
or comedienne
Using only one word, name something significant
about your life today.

Best thing about living in this day and age?

Married. After 17 years, my partner and I were
finally able to (legally) marry last year.

Easier access to intriguing information

Best thing about living in this day and age?

Technology, in both my career and my personal life

Favorite kid pastime you miss most?

Cartwheels and backbends on the front lawn
Favorite memory from age 13?

First time I held hands with a boy

Favorite kid pastime you miss most?

Playing outside all day, making up games...
without technology
Favorite memory from age 13?

If your house were burning (all family and pets
were safe), what one thing would you grab?

Going to see Gloria Gaynor and The Village
People at Boston Garden

Art... it would be hard to choose which painting
to save!

If your house were burning (all family and pets
were safe), what one thing would you grab?

What is your idea of exercise?

Walking my dog (every day), ballet barre, hot yoga
How many times have you fallen in love?

3
What’s your favorite dish to fix?

Green beans with pecans, shallots, and blue cheese
Best thing about living in St. Petersburg?

Walking distance to fabulous restaurants, movies,
and other venues
Best hidden “gem” in St. Pete?

Too soon to say. I’ve only been here 5 months.

A folder full of memories from the past several
decades (notes and cards from friends and family).
Things that aren’t on the Cloud.

If your high school friends were asked what they
thought you would be doing today, what would
they say?

They would have expected a more social career
from me, but not be surprised that I am doing
something creative; and they would admire how
often I take the road less travelled.

Using only one word, name something significant
about your life today.

Perseverance

Best thing about living in this day and age?

Anything is possible, and convenient, because of
technology.
Favorite kid pastime you miss most?

Birthday parties with cake and balloons, games to
win prizes, and silly fun at sleepovers
Favorite memory from age 13?

My first concert... Lionel Ritchie
If your house were burning (all family and pets
were safe), what one thing would you grab?

My Italy scrapbook. It’s my symbol of independence,
hope, love of travel, and a simplified lifestyle
What is your idea of exercise?

What is your idea of exercise?

Typing this questionnaire is pretty strenuous. Also,
walking with our dogs from our house downtown to
the bakery at Cassis for a latte and croissant. Now
that it’s in writing, I see the irony.
How many times have you fallen in love?

Really in love... once.

Walk/jog along waterway, stopping by benches for
squats and arm exercises
How many times have you fallen in love?

Twice, I think

What’s your favorite dish to fix?

Pasta with grape tomatoes, garlic, shrimp, and
arugula. Fresh and easy meal.

Your favorite dish to fix?

A roasted chicken. Simple and delicious every time.

Best thing about living in St. Petersburg?

Best thing about living in St. Petersburg?

What book inspires you?

I never wish we lived somewhere else

Local businesses and restaurants that provide a
variety of quality products

Tao Te Ching

Best hidden “gem” in St. Pete?

Best hidden “gem” in St. Pete?

All of the incredible building murals along Central
Ave and downtown

Which St. Pete bird is your favorite:
heron, pelican, flamingo, ibis or other?

What book inspires you?

Ibis
What’s your favorite place to meet new people?

Porch parties and walking the dog
Pancake breakfast, cookout, fancy dinner or other?

Cookout or fancy dinner
Your favorite quote?

Be yourself. Everyone else is already taken.
Oscar Wilde

If you were elected mayor of this city, what would
be your first improvement?

Separate bike path along Coffee Pot walking path

Most anything written by Julia Child. I bought The
Way To Cook and stood in line for over an hour in
the rain in Cambridge to have her sign it. That
moment changed my life, and that book changed
the way I saw food.

What book inspires you?

Which St. Pete bird is your favorite:
heron, pelican, flamingo, ibis or other?

The white ones with really long legs that you often
see crossing a city street

Pelican

Through friends at house parties

Pancake breakfast, cookout, fancy dinner or other?

Its ubiquitous creativity

Your favorite quote?

What is your first thought in the morning?

To say good morning to my dog AJ (Alejandro
Jesus) and to walk him

Which St. Pete bird is your favorite:
heron, pelican, flamingo, ibis or other?

Wine tastings and music performances

Pancake breakfast, cookout, fancy dinner or other?

What do you love most about living in this country?

Longtime beginning piano student

The Year of Necessary Lies by local writer Kris Radish.
It’s all about women empowering themselves.

What’s your favorite place to meet new people?

What’s your favorite place to meet new people?

That’s a real Sophie’s choice. Any of those would
make me happy to cook, serve, and eat.

Do you play an instrument?

Warehouse Arts District. It’s not hidden, but
undiscovered by many. It’s a collection of cool art
studios in renovated and repurposed spaces.

You can’t always get what you want.
The Rolling Stones

If you were elected Mayor of this city, what would
be your first improvement?

Encouraging all residents to pressure wash their
sidewalks so they aren’t so slippery in the mornings.

Wine and cheese board. Anywhere.
Your favorite quote?

“I’m not where I want to be; but happy I am not
where I was.” This keeps ringing true for me!
If you were elected mayor of this city, what would
be your first improvement?

Power wash the sidewalks on Central between 6th
and 7th, and put benches or funky seating along
there. There are neat boutique stores that could
benefit from a better shopping environment.

ONE ST. PETERSBURG

THE SALVADOR

100 1st Ave N. (Preview at 330 Beach Dr.)
Pricing from the $600s to $4M
Offering 1,402 - 4,062 SF
onestpetersburg.com | 727.240.3840

199 Dali Blvd Starting in the $400s
Offering 964 - 2,537 SF
thesalvador.com | 727.475.7451

THE SAGE

400 4th Street S
Starting in the $300s
Limited Inventory Remaining!
rediscoverthesage.com | 727.217.5323

WATER CLUB SNELL ISLE

1325 Snell Isle Blvd NE, #406
Offered at $829,900 | Last one!
2 Bed | 3 Bath with Den | 1,940 SF
waterclubliving.com | 727.729.0000

EXCEPTIONAL PROPERTIES. EXCEPTIONAL AGENTS.

EXCEPTIONAL SERVICE.

1682 OCEANVIEW DRIVE
1332 MONTEREY BOULEVARD NE
Offered at $1,995,000
Offered at $2,395,000
3 Bed | 3/1 Bath | 4,355 SF | Tierra Verde
5 Bed | 5 Bath | 4,242 SF
Scott Allen 727.698.1997
Alison Bearnarth 727.560.4377

145 4TH AVENUE N #110
Offered at $848,500
3 Bed | 3/1 Bath | 2,180 | Pre-Construction
Collette & Glen Richardson 727.224 6331

565 21ST AVENUE NE
Offered at $1,050,000
5 Bed | 5 Bath | 3,425 SF
Debbie Zito 813.902.8326

6420 4TH PALM POINT
Offered at $935,000
4 Bed | 2 Bath | 3,005 SF
Liane Jamason 727.755.3325

100 RICARDO WAY NE
Offered at $499,900
3 Bed | 2/1 Bath | 2,200 SF
Jessette Naftzger 727.412.1621

227 7TH AVENUE NE
Offered at $1,300,000
4 Bed | 4/1 Bath | 3,511 SF
Gary Hess & Chris Pitre 718.724.3980

499 LAGUNA DRIVE
Offered at $925,000
4 Bed | 3/1 Bath | 3,090 SF | Tierra Verde
Frank & Becky Malowany 727.432.1176

145 22ND AVENUE NE
Offered at 475,000
5 Bed | 3 Bath | 2,496 SF
Connie Lancaster & Cynthia Serra 727.580.3335

2176 COFFEE POT BOULEVARD NE
Offered at $2,595,000
4 Bed | 4/1 Bath | 4,914 SF | Pre-Construction
Debbie Momberg & Lee Stratton 727.560.1571

®

TAMPA | ST. PETERSBURG | CLEARWATER | BEACHES
TAMPA | ST. PETERSBURG | CLEARWATER
1.855.580.3758
| WWW.SMITHANDASSOCIATES.COM
1.855.580.3758
| WWW.SMITHANDASSOCIATES.COM
®

•

•
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Thanks, Lance! A Memorial Day Tribute to a Marine

I

Linda Dobbs

t all started with a post by Wendy Lewis on
the Nextdoor Old Northeast website:
“My amazing husband is celebrating 20
years of active duty in the United States Marine
Corps this Sunday [May 29]. The kids and I have
made some posters to place in our yard to thank
him for being a great husband, marine, and father
– and I thought... well, maybe other people might
want to thank him, too. If you’d like to contribute
to the yard art, or just stop by and say hi, my
address is... I’ll be waking up early on Sunday to
set it all up, but you’re welcome to come by
anytime! He’s a very humble guy, so this’ll be some
celebration of 20 years and counting. :)
It was a hit! Wendy had 18 replies
immediately to her post. And tons of neighbors
and even strangers walking dogs stopped by on
Sunday to look at the posters and decorations
and to congratulate Wendy’s husband, Lt. Col.
Lance Lewis. And, he was surprised – truly.
While Lance was soundly sleeping, a good
crowd of neighbors and friends gathered in the
Lewis front yard around midnight to decorate.
According to neighbor, Sharon Kantner, this
involved wrapping crepe paper around the
palm trees and front porch columns, and filling
the yard with posters produced by the Lewis
kids and others.
Sunday morning, Lance heard Emmett the
dog barking, looked out the window, and saw
Wendy talking with neighbors and more
barking dogs. He walked outside to see what
was happening and “saw the display in full

Wendy and Lance and their children Logan, Savannah and Zoe

Thank you handshake from a neighbor

glory! I was really surprised – there were
streamers in the palm trees and all those posters
and signs – it was really cool! All morning
people were coming by!”
Luckily, Lance is a sound sleeper and the
bedroom is in the back. And luckily, our
photographer got up early to catch the perfect
shot before the big rainstorm in the middle of
the day! “I don’t know when the kids did all
those posters,” Lance mused, but Wendy and
Sharon explained that they worked on them
while Lance was at work. There are three kids
in the Lewis family: Logan (10), Savannah (8),
and Zoe (5).
Lance ‘works’ at Central Command at
MacDill Air Force Base in Tampa. Just a few
years ago, the family was living in Washington
D.C. when he got orders for his new assignment
at MacDill. As is typical in the military, they
had one month to find a new home and move.
Wendy and Lance flew down to Tampa and
started looking there – maybe a rental they
thought. Then, serendipitously, Wendy saw an
ad for a rental in St. Petersburg and they
discovered a whole new world – the Old
Northeast. “This is it!” Those were the words of
Wendy – echoed by many residents who found
the ONE and never plan to leave. They drove
around the Old Northeast and even stopped at
an open house and talked with a realtor there.
The rest is history. “The magic and the charm
of the Old Northeast captivated us,” Lance
explains. Maybe they will never move again.
Semper Fi!

PENDING

PANORAMIC DOWNTOWN VIEWS

OPEN WATERFRONT ESTATE

BOATER’S DREAM HOME

BEST BUY ON BAYSHORE

SPECTACULAR CAYA
COSTA WATERFRONT

VENETIAN SAILBOAT WATER

IMMACULATE SNELL WATERFRONT

VENETIAN ISLE DREAM HOME

Under CONTRACT

UPDATED SNELL ISLE POOL HOME

STRICKLAND
PROPERTY
GROUP

Opening doors to Tampa Bay
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T he E veryday O utdoorsman

Like the Wind
James Martin

Like a blur, you spot one out of the corner
of your eye, and you ask yourself, “what am
I seeing?” If you’ve lived in the ONE for any
length of time, you’ve seen them. At first
you’re not quite sure what you’re witnessing.
Is it a go-cart? A mini motorcycle? An aerodynamic bicycle of the future? If you answered
yes or no to this question, you’d be right on
both accounts. Most likely, for the first time
in your life you’ve seen a Velomobile, ridden
by two of our adventurous and courageous
locals, Nancy Sanford and Cliff Ruffner. And
trust me, these vehicles really move.
Velomobiles are an amalgamation of
recumbent bicycles and tricycles. The rider
is housed inside an aerodynamic shell, or as
Nancy explained, the fairing. Velomobiles
are one type of human-powered vehicles that
operate under the guise of the IHPVA or
International Human Powered Vehicle
Association. Per their website, they were
incorporated in California in the fall of 1980.
According to their articles of incorporation,
the associations works to “Encourage and
support unrestrictive, innovative, and
creative design, and construction of vehicles
operated solely by human power for transportation on land, in the air, and on the
water.” Prior to researching this article, I had
seen these vehicles cruising around our
neighborhood, but speaking with Cliff and
Nancy truly gave me an appreciation for how
specials these Velomobiles really are.
Nancy traces her Velomobile roots to her
first recumbent tricycle in 1983, called a FunCycle.
It was manufactured in Sarasota, and is still produced
today. In 1986, Nancy moved to the water in a pedalpowered boat. Nancy first learned about Velos from
her trips to Europe while attending IHPVA races and
meetings. Velomobiles, along with many other
products including kayaks, are made via a process
called rotational molding or rotomolding, which “is
a thermoplastic process for producing hollow parts by
placing powder or liquid resin into a hollow mold and
then rotating that tool bi-axially in an oven until the
resin melts and coats the inside of the mold cavity.”
Nancy refers to this process as ‘baking a cake,’ albeit
a very sturdy plastic one. Not all Velomobiles are built
by this process. Some higher-end Velos are made with
a combination of carbon fiber and Kevlar. Cliff jokes
that these higher-end Velomobiles can ‘test a marriage’
and run in excess of $10,000.

Recumbent vehicles, bicycles, and tricycles are
advantageous as Cliff and Nancy explain because of
the comfortable method in which you pedal, the speed,
and functionality. And specifically for the Velomobiles,
its aerodynamic form can allow the peddler to recoup
15% of their energy. This shape pushes you along, and
Cliff expressed how regardless if you’re going 12 mph
or over 20 you feel like you’re really flying. Some other
advantages of the Velomobiles are their ‘protective’
nature from the elements. Air circulates through them,
keeping them cool. You’re in a comfortable seat, and
shaded from the sun or rain. Getting out of the Florida
sun during a long ride is certainly a benefit in itself.
These vehicles also take advantage of the elements
when the wind is behind them. They don’t experience
the traditional drag of a bicycle; the wind is their
friend. Even their wheels have covers, to ensure they
are as streamlined as possible.

Another advantage of the comfortable
position you sit in while riding is that you
can log some serious miles. Cliff and Nancy
normally travel in excess of 40+ miles per
trip, travelling all over Pinellas, from the Old
Northeast, over to Treasure Island, and up
to Madeira Beach in a single trip. In 2011,
50 Velomobiles made the trek from Portland,
Oregon to Washington, D.C. in a little over
30 days, averaging roughly 125 miles per day!
Many riders can get to speeds in the mid- to
high-30mph range, and the recumbent bike
record on the salt flats of Utah is an
astounding 83.3mph. Did I mention they
were fast?
Nancy and Cliff were nice enough to
show me all the bells and whistles that
Velomobiles can include. Both of their rides
are equipped with electric assist for hills and
allow for them to travel even greater
distances. They have GPS, lights for night
riding, turn signals, horns, even GoPros so
they can record all of the action.
I really wanted to try it out and I think
they both could tell. They were very kind
and encouraged me to take one for a spin.
After some assistance getting into the
rotomolded shell and some expert instruction
I was off. I was amazed at how quickly they
get up to speed and how easy they are to
maneuver once you get the hang of it. I
couldn’t wipe the smile off my face, and left
contemplating if I needed yet another toy
for my collection.
I wanted to know what originally inspired
them to take up Velomobiles, and Nancy shared her
explanation that it’s some sort of human fascination
that pushes us to want to get into ‘little cars.’ Nancy
pondered, “Why the interest since childhood with
go-carts, soapbox derbies, or wanting to attend the
Grand Prix?” There’s something inside us that yearns
for the open road, whether that be in a car, on a bike,
or in a Velomobile. It’s something special, and we’re
lucky to be able to do it. Next time you see a
Velomobile it’s probably Nancy or Cliff, give them a
friendly smile. If they’re stopped take a minute and
learn more, or pose for a photo. They’d love to share
their story with you. I was lucky enough that they
shared it with me.
Until next time, see you in the sunshine!
*If you want to see these bikes in action check out the
YouTube link from a recent trip at www.youtube.com/
watch?v=_AqbEJbOz4c.

Greg Cahue
Handyman
Services,
Inc.

Offering “Old School Service!”
Honey-Do Lists
Odd Household Jobs
Reasonable Rates
Owner Operated

QUALITY
WORK

GUARANTEED

727-460-8609

gcahue1@tampabay.rr.com

Owner is a University of South Florida Graduate
and an Air Force Veteran

Insured / References Available
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Vinoy Club Redevelopment Underway
On Snell Isle

Rebecca Malowany

Snell Isle Beautification Project

T

he Snell Isle Property Owners Association is
spearheading an extensive beautification
project throughout Snell Isle. This endeavor
consists of giving facelifts to 41 planters and 120
animal statues throughout Snell Isle. Dozens of
resident volunteers have donated their time and
talents to the project. Additionally, SIPOA is asking
for donations to pay for this massive undertaking.
They are hoping to reach their fundraising goal of
$5,000.
Phase one is now complete. This consisted of
repairing, washing, sealing, painting, and planting all
41 planters throughout Snell Isle. The new and
beautiful plantings include marigolds, vincas, blue
daze, zinnias, dwarf lantana, firecracker plants and
foxtail ferns to name a few. Several residents have
volunteered to look after the planters and keep them
watered for all to enjoy.
Phase two begins in the fall. It will consist of
repairing, washing, sealing, and painting all 120
panther, lion, and griffin statues that adorn the
community. So far, 19 residents have volunteered to
take on the task and some have started early. The
animal statuary also will get a helping hand from Boy
Scout Troop 219 which meets at St. Raphael’s Church.
SIPOA wishes to thank and recognize the dozens
of tireless and generous volunteers who are making
this community-wide effort a huge success.
Volunteers for planter revitalization: Pat and Rob
Moler, Barbara Heck, Kathy and Lance Chambers*,
Anne Leavine*, Matt Weidner*, Julie Mastry, Todd
Wing, Rob Bowen, Kevin and Lisa Goettel*, the
Spytek family, Rachael Murphy*, the Fredericks Family,
Erin and Scott Youngblood*, David and Whitney
Anderson, Rebecca and Frank Malowany*, Bonnie
Hargrett*, and the ‘Snell Isle Angel.’ (*Names marked
with an asterisk volunteered for both phases.)
Volunteers for animal statuary revitalization: Dr.
George Stovall, Robin Roberts, the Webster family,
Dr. Scott Rubin, Melissa Massey, Art Rios, Ginny
Sexton, Patricia Calvert, Karen Goforth, Bill Miles,
Karin Fidrych, Ted Robinson, Fred Whaley, Sheila
Ann LeFors, Aloyse Larson, Judy Jourdan, Glenn
Goldberg, Jean Ann Reid, Nancy Ebel, Marielle
Westerman, Christy Everton, John Cappa, Brian
O’Neill, and Boy Scout Troop 219.
Volunteers for watering planters: Joann Barger,
Julia Brooks, Martine Fernandez, Luis Wagner,
Alexander Wagner, Mitzie Fisher, John Hamilton, the
Harrington family, Drs. Paula and Don Pell, Rita
Peters, Lee and Kendall Phillips and the Spytek family.
SIPOA is thankful to everyone who has sent in
donations for the beautification project. More
donations are needed to continue the work. You
can make a donation by sending a check to: SIPOA,
PO Box 7053, St. Petersburg FL 33734.
There still are 51 animal statues in need of adoption
and revitalization. If you would like to volunteer,
please contact Bonnie Hargrett at bonniehargrett@
gmail.com. SIPOA needs you!
SIPOA is holding a volunteer appreciation party
and neighborhood meet-and-mingle at Harvey’s 4th
Street Grill, on August 23rd, from 5:30 to 7:30pm.
Refreshments and appetizers will be provided by
SIPOA and there will be a cash bar.
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Michael Spytek and daughters Jeanne, Nina, Eva and Anna

Planter beautification volunteers Scott Youngblood, Ann
Leavine, Kathy Chambers, Snell Isle Angel (back), Bonnie
Hargrett, Matt Weidner and sons William and Thomas (front).

Construction at Vinoy Clubhouse

On May 11, the Vinoy Renaissance Resort &
Golf Club held a groundbreaking ceremony at its
Snell Isle Clubhouse facility. The event kicked off
the Vinoy’s lavish and extensive multi-phase
renovation project. In a recent announcement,
Vinoy Renaissance Resort and Golf Club’s general
manager, Barbara Readey, stated, “We will soon be
sharing the design plans for all renovations which
are intended to honor our past heritage, yet be
complete with all of the advantages of modern
design and technology. Sumptuous finishes will be
accented with fashionable interiors, delivering a
completely new look and feel to our unmatched club
offerings.”
Phase one of the renovations is underway at the
Clubhouse facilities on Snell Isle. This exciting
project includes:
• Improved arrival areas at the Clubhouse, expanded
parking, and covered tournament staging
• Redesigned Clubhouse Grill with covered outdoor
dining
• Redesigned and upgraded resort-style Sunset Pool
and deck with cabana lounges and a separate
Splash Pad and Kids’ Fun Zone
• New pool-side food and beverage service area
• New women’s locker room that will be relocated
next to the Golf Pro Shop. The Club promises
“fine features and elevated décor.”
• New two-story men’s locker room with areas for a
bar and card tables
• Plans to improve the golf course and practice areas
• Potential plans for the rebuilding of two new
tennis courts on the corner of Snell Isle Blvd. and
Mateo Way NE
During renovations, the Clubhouse restaurant (a
Snell Isle favorite), pool deck and both the men’s
and women’s golf locker rooms are closed. In an effort
to service members and guests during these closures,
the Vinoy Club is offering Clubhouse restaurant
favorites at the main resort downtown.
Additionally, the Vinoy Club has constructed a
temporary Hospitality Pavilion adjacent to the golf
cart staging area. The 1600-square-foot air
conditioned facility offers beverages, continental
breakfast, and a limited lunch service. Throughout
construction and renovations, the golf course and
practice facilities will remain fully operational.
Phases two and three of redevelopment will focus
on the spa, dining, parking, and tennis facilities at
the resort downtown.

Snell Isle Property Owners Association

Hospitality Pavillion at Vinoy Clubhouse

The Snell Isle Property Owners Association is a
non-profit corporation dedicated to the maintenance
and improvement of Snell Isle, its neighborhoods,
image and way of life. Annual dues are $25.
Associate memberships are available for residents
who are not property owners.
The Panther is the printed newsletter and report
of the Association and is mailed regularly to all dues
paying members. Correspondence should be sent to
PO Box 7053, St. Petersburg FL 33734.
Visit the Snell Isle Property Owners Association
website at www.enjoysnellisle.com.

Tell us about your real estate vision today!

Choosing the right Realtor is an important financial decision!
Please be sure to see what past clients have had to say:
www.zillow.com/profile/PriceGroup
www.zillow.com/profile/ClayGlover

Clay Glover, P.A.

3637 4th Street North #100

David Price, P.A.

727-641-5754 // www.DavidPriceRealtor.com // 727-458-4537
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IB Brings Bright Futures

D

Holly K. Walker

o you remember your senior year
in high school? You went to
prom in May, you attended
graduation ceremonies in June, and said
goodbye to the only life you knew.
Graduating from high school is exciting,
although it is also bittersweet. Some
graduates are unsure of their future and
do not have specific plans for work or
college. The graduates from the St.
Petersburg High School International
Baccalaureate Program have worked
hard over the past four years. These
exceptional students are well prepared
for college and have exciting futures
ahead of them.
Since 1983, St. Petersburg High
School has been home to the first International Baccalaureate Diploma
Program in Florida. As one of the most
prestigious academic programs in
Pinellas County – with a passing rate
that continuously surpasses the world
average for earning an IB Diploma –
the SPHS IB Program excels in college
and career readiness for its graduates.
Each year, 100% of the IB senior class
is accepted to college, and the class of
2016 is no exception.
In addition to the rigorous IB
curriculum, IB students are active
members of the community and have
initiated and participated in several
activities which benefit the community
and/or 501(c)3 charities including
Dance Marathon (several thousand
dollars), Cemetery Restoration (over
200 hours committed to restoring
Greenwood Cemetery), Math Camp
(over 50 hours to plan and help),
Kickball Tournament ($500), Pumpkin
Pallooza (40 hours and $400), and the
Student Talent Showcase ($300 to the
arts program for the school).
The assistant principal and IB
coordinator is Susan Farias, who has
held the position for the past 10 years.

The IB faculty is comprised of a team of
highly effective educators, many of
whom are IB graduates themselves. The
faculty has years of experience and
provide students with a world-class
educational experience. The class of
2016 includes Adam Ambrozy, a
nationally ranked tennis player, and
Mariana Ocano, a state-ranked golfer.
The class included student athletes who
were involved in all sports, theatre,

program. It not only improved her
writing skills, but also opened her eyes
to global issues and changed her
perspective for the better.
Mariana is ranked in the top 5% of
her class. She is an avid golfer and
played all four years on the women’s golf
team. She made first-team all-county
for 3 years. In 2014, Mariana was in the
top 10 for the State of Florida. Mariana
qualified for the 2016 United States

Mariana would recommend the IB
Program to other students. She said, “I
know it is intimidating at first because
of all the rumors and stories about it. Yes,
it is difficult and rigorous, but there is no
better way to prepare you for college and
life beyond. The skills I developed
through the IB Program are so valuable,
and I would recommend it to those
willing to work hard and learn a lot.”
Mariana plans to attend the
University of North Carolina in Chapel
Hill, NC. Everything about this
university will give her the opportunity
to pursue both athletics and academics
at a high level. In addition, she loves
the golf coach, team, and campus. She
was accepted into the Assured
Admissions Program for the KenanFlagler Business School, and she plans
on majoring in the business field – it
may be marketing, entrepreneurship,
or other.

Tarek Ziad

Mariana with pro golfer Gene Sauers in Pebble Beach, CA with the First Tee of St. Petersburg

band, and all clubs and honor societies
offered at SPHS. The IB students are
well-rounded individuals who will make
a significant difference to our society.

Mariana Ocano

Mariana Ocano and her family began
looking into the IB Program because of
its great reputation. She was not zoned
for SPHS originally, so in order to
attend, she had to qualify for the IB
Program. Mariana stated, “Even though
the academic rigor intimidated me at
first, it has been the best opportunity
and the best education I could have
received.” She feels IB prepared her well
for the college application process
because of the amount of writing they
were required to complete as part of the

Golf Association Four Ball. Mariana
enjoyed homecoming week each year
because of the fun events and great
times. Spending Friday nights at the
beach with her friends watching the
sunset and having a picnic are some of
the high school memories she will
cherish the most.
She enjoys playing golf and also likes
yoga. She enjoys spending time with
her friends and family. Her mom and
dad (Bebe and Juan) were born, raised
and married in Guatemala. They moved
to the U.S. when she was young. Her
dad started her playing golf at a young
age. Her mom is an artist and realtor.
Her brother, Lucas, is eight and plays
golf and soccer.

Tarek Ziad knew he wanted a great,
well-rounded high school education.
He felt it would be better to attend the
SPHS IB Program because it offered a
holistic learning process, instead of
attending a specialization school. He
received the Horatio Alger National
Scholarship, the Stone Gate Bank
Scholarship, Phi Beta Kappa
Scholarship, and a varsity soccer letter
in his freshman year.
He was also the 2016 IB class male
valedictorian. Tarek’s favorite memories
are putting on various shows as a
thespian over the years. From rehearsal
to show nights, his most treasured
memories come from the experiences
he had while performing, specifically
during his senior year musical, Dirty
Rotten Scoundrels. He enjoys musical
theatre, soccer... and sleeping. He
recommends SPHS IB because he feels
it is the best program in the area for
college preparation. As Tarek noted,
“The course load exceeds that of most

DISCOVER THE COASTAL DIFFERENCE
THE

SIMMS
TEAM
Lofts at 341 - Downtown Condo
3 Bed/2 Bath | 2,024 sq ft
Built in 2008 | $575,000

Banyan Bay Water View Townhome
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Downtown Condos under $350K!
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Secure Building | Pool | $334,900

SUCCESSFULLY SOLD! The SIMMS Team represented the Buyers on these recent sales:
Old Northeast: 234 21st Ave NE, $1,170,000 | Bayfront Tower #1806, $770,000
Snell Shores: 4389 Walnut St. NE, $389,000 | Placido Bayou: 360 Fan Palm Ct. NE, $420,000
The sold data is based on information from the MLS.

238 Beach Drive NE | St. Petersburg, FL 33701
www.SimmsTeam.com | 727.898.2582
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colleges, so by the time you graduate,
you’ll be more than ready to breeze
through college. And your education
will be well balanced and provide
for you a foundation to build upon
in college as you narrow your focus.”
Tarek lives with his mom and
dad, Fatima and Ahmed, and three
younger brothers, Samir, Mounir,
and Yassin. After marrying, his
parents immigrated to America
from Morocco. His dad already had
a high school education and his
mother got her GED once she came
to the states. They both have been
working ever since, and were not
able to pursue a college education.
His brother Samir is 15 and attends
the Lakewood CAT Program. His
Tarek with Supreme Court Justice Clarence Thomas
brother Mounir is 13 and will also
be joining the CAT Program next year. And his was accepted to Yale University and the University
brother Yassin is 9 and attends Bay Vista Elementary. of Pennsylvania. He chose Yale because of its loving
He feels participating in the IB Program positioned and family-like community, something he grew
him in a place to be accepted to the best universities accustomed to in IB. Tarek will major in Developbecause it offered the most rigorous curriculum. He mental Biology.
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Florida public education is often criticized for
numerous reasons, although the SPHS IB Program is
an excellent use of our tax dollars hard at work.
Parents of IB students respect the solid education
their children are receiving and recommend the
program to others. Many of these parents have
multiple siblings enrolled in the program. Our local
high school graduates are being accepted into
high-ranked universities and colleges, evidence that
the SPHS IB Program is second-to-none. The IB
Class of 2016 includes students attending the
University of Florida, Florida State University, MIT,
Duke, University of Chicago, US Air Force Academy,
Yale University, Georgia Tech, Northwestern
University, UC-Berkeley, UNC-Chapel Hill, and
many more exceptional schools.
Hats off not only to the class of 2016 SPHS IB
Graduates, but to all high school graduates. Your
four years of hard work and dedication has paid off.
Your excellent education has provided you with a
strong foundation to continue your education and
new endeavors. Your futures are bright, and each
of you will accomplish great things in the world.
Maybe we will even see you in the White House in
the near future!
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A Crescent Lake Water Tower Adventure

F

An Amazing Sight

Janan Talafer

or more than a week, I
grappled with the idea of
climbing the 100-plusfoot Crescent Lake water tower
so I could interview Tom
Stovall in action as he touched
up the famous saltwater
aquarium scene.
At the time, he was painting
a bright blue enormous tang
with yellow fins. He had named
her Dory after the fish made
famous by Ellen DeGeneres in
Finding Nemo.
I had suggested that we meet
on the ground when Tom took
a lunch break. “I don’t take time
for lunch,” he had countered.
Instead, he suggested that I
climb up. “The view is
incredible,” Tom had said. “It’s
a great locale for an interview Saltwater aquarium scene
if you are so bold.”
I had fretted about rain – at the time we were in the midst of a tropical deluge
that was flooding streets throughout the Old Northeast. “Don’t worry about getting
caught in the rain,” Tom said. “We’ll just walk to the other side of the tower.” I
didn’t even want to ask about lightning.
I thought about it, but in the end I couldn’t do it. It wasn’t a fear of heights
or the weather or the paperwork required by the city. It was Tom’s 32-foot
commercial ladder. I had to crawl up that ladder before I could even reach the
first step of the tower’s staircase. There was a safety harness on the ladder, so it
would catch me in case I slipped and fell. But, I wasn’t so sure about it. My
husband completely nixed the idea.

The morning of the interview,
I completely regretted my
decision. The beauty of the
tower struck me. With its wide,
winding metal staircase it looked
like a gigantic metal sculpture.
Spectacular, billowing white
clouds seemed to hover just
above the horizon. Tom made
his way down the stairs with
complete ease, like it was
nothing. “On a crystal clear day
you can see the windows and
doors on the Vinoy,” he said.
I later talked to John Parks,
the city’s technical support
manager for the Water Resources
Department. He pointed out
that it wasn’t just about the view.
To truly appreciate Tom’s work,
you have to get up close for a
first-hand look. “The detail that
you can see on each fish is
amazing,” said John.
It was 23 years ago that Tom first convinced the city to let him paint a marine
wildlife mural on the iconic 1923-era water tower that looms over Huggins-Stengel
Field. This is the field where the legendary Yankees like Babe Ruth, Mickey
Mantle, and Joe DiMaggio played. It’s at the south end of Crescent Lake Park.
Although it would have taken me days of research to try and prove it, I loved
Tom’s story that it was rumored people could pay a quarter and climb to the top of
the tower to watch the Yankees play. Those were the days before safety regulations
obviously, but what a way to watch the famous ball players hit a home run.
Tom hinted that there were other rumors. Like people climbing to the top of
the tower and going for a swim. Sounds like a prohibition-era prank early in the
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city’s history. Today, a dunk in
the tank would be impossible
since the water tower is
completely enclosed.
It was also before a tall,
padlocked metal fence was
installed, and the bottom rungs
of the staircase removed to
prevent local daredevils from
seeing how far up they could get
before being caught. Now, the
winding structure starts at about
33-feet up – hence the need for
Tom to bring his own ladder.
The original mural took him
about six months to complete.
He recalls the first time he
actually climbed up the tower
and looked out. “It felt unreal,”
said Tom. “What did I feel? It

Tom starting his climb

A wave from Tom at the top of the tank

was sheer blinding fear. I couldn’t get myself to step away from the tank.”
But Tom must love a challenge, because he didn’t let it stop him. Now 23
years later, he’s doing it again. The wind and sun and rain have taken a toll on
the artwork, he says. It’s time for a fresh coat of paint.

Time For a New Face

The new mural will be spruced up in a number of ways, starting with changing
the background from blue to a distinctive sea foam green that will make everything
‘pop.’ New coral will be taller to look like it’s growing from the ocean floor up to
meet the fish. And, he’s adding new fish like electric blue juvenile king angel fish
and the colorful Wrasse.
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Exactly how big does
everything have to be? The
angel fish he calls Dory is about
four panels, he says, but it’s hard
to determine exactly how many
square feet that might be, other
than gigantic. What Tom can
attest to is the accuracy in
appearance of both the fish and
coral. “I draw everything on the
spot and work from the books I
have with me,” he says.
Tom’s not sure how long the
current redo will take. But one
thing he is certain of is how
physical the job is. It works
every muscle in your body, he
says, not only climbing the
Names of donors for the original 1993 project
stairs but also doing the actual
painting. The space he’s
working in is only six feet wide
so it takes some maneuvering.
Paint cans are brought up by a
series of pulleys.
A St. Pete native, Tom has
had many varied chapters in
his life, including an early
career in ballet, during which
he performed with the Kirov
Ballet in St. Petersburg,
Russia. He later moved to
acting and starred in the
original Broadway cast of Hair,
followed by Jesus Christ
Superstar and appearances in
commercials and TV shows.
When he came back to St.
Petersburg, he worked more
100-plus-foot Crescent Lake Water Tower
than a decade as a financial
consultant and is now a substitute teacher for local elementary schools. In
between, he paints.
Tom’s artistic ability is well known to the locals. He worked on the restoration
of the historic Renaissance Vinoy Hotel. He’s also the artist who painted the
tarpon on Bob Lee’s Tire Company, the mural of a bird cage on the Seminole
water tower, and the Yellow Submarine on the back of downtown buildings – an
early forerunner to the edgy urban art murals for which the city is gaining acclaim.
He says the Yellow Submarine is one of his favorites. But I imagine by the
time he’s done with the newly refurbished Crescent Lake water tower, he might
change his mind.
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A Man’s Best Friend: A Healing Source

W

Holly K. Walker

black Labrador Retriever. This is the eighth puppy
the Kriseman’s have raised.

e have all heard of the phrase “man’s best
friend.” Think about what that idiom means Patricia Allen and Her Dog, Dave
One of our own local residents, Patricia Allen, has
to you?
Growing up, I had a love for animals. As a child, been successfully matched with a SE Guide Dog. She
I used to tell people, I was going to be a veterinarian is a resident of old NE has been a tour guide and docent
because I was born on Veterinarian’s Day (or rather volunteer at the Salvador Dali Museum for over 20
(Veteran’s Day). If there was an animal that could be years. She gives tours every Tuesday at 12:30pm,
domesticated, I had one. But, none of these could although as of eight years ago she no longer gives the
exceed the remarkable bond I had with my dog.
tour alone. Patricia now gives the tour with Dave, a SE
I knew trained dogs were used for specific medical Guide Dog. When Patricia started as a tour guide at
physical rehabilitation such as helping the blind, the Dali, she had 70% of her vision. Currently she has
diabetics, and veterans. However, I did not realize less than 10% left. She has had diabetes which was
how many therapeutic benefits dogs provide until my diagnosed when she was three months old.
mother suffered a stroke last year. It significantly
Patricia’s significant other, Tom O’Shea, stated,
impacted the left side of her body. She was in two “The best part of having a companion dog is the
different hospitals, two different rehabilitation centers confidence it gives her in going about her daily life.
for over 9 months, and was without her Cairn Terrier, Dave is wonderfully trained to take Patricia through
Maggie. My mother’s mobility and speech signifi- traffic and they walk approximately three miles each
cantly improved after a few short months of being day together.” He also commented on the strong
reunited and living with her dog and companion. friendship between Patricia and Dave, “It’s a bond
According to helpguide.org, “Dogs in particular can
like no other.” Patricia and Tom’s personal experience
reduce stress, anxiety, depression, ease loneliness,
with reactions from others has been extraordinarily
encourage exercise and playfulness, and even improve
remarkable. Inquiry about Dave stimulates a lot of
your cardiovascular health.”
Hopefully you have heard of Southeastern Guide Dogs, either from their
store in downtown St. Petersburg, their
annual local walkathon, or by puppy
petting at their Palmetto, Florida
headquarters. They are a charity organization and provide all of their services
free of charge. They offer the latest in
canine development, behavior research,
and create partnerships between
visually impaired individuals and
exceptional guide dogs. SE Guide Dogs
has over 400 graduates in service across
the U.S. Each year they place over 100
service dogs benefiting veterans and
people with visual impairments.
The dogs are raised by volunteer
‘puppy raisers’ until they are old enough A tour at the Dali Museum with Patricia Allen and Dave, her SE Guide Dog
to attend training and become
great conversation with strangers. It seems that
graduates. Puppy raisers receive puppies from SE
everyone knows of someone who contributes to our
Guide Dogs when they’re about 10-14 weeks old. The
local SE Guide Dogs organization.
pups live with a family, individual, or couple for 12-15
Both Patricia and Tom feel animals have the ability
months, learning house manners, commands,
to heal – not only seeing-eye dogs, but a variety of
obedience, social skills, and how to interact in a
trained animals. Some are trained to provide a calming
variety of situations. Mayor Rick Kriseman and his
effect such as for post-traumatic stress syndrome for
family are currently raising Christie, an 11-month-old
veterans. All types of service animals provide a
companionship and friendship, and they inspire
confidence in the recipient.
Dave is part of the Allen Family. Previously the
household had two dogs, and now he is their only
canine family member. He is eight years old and his
service life will end around 10 years old. It has already
been decided he will remain a part of the family even
when Patricia is assigned a new SE Guide Dog. Dave
has absolutely made a difference in her quality of life.
He has restored her self-confidence and, best of all,
she has a new best friend. Patricia recommends a guide
dog to others with medical needs, especially those
with vision issues and veterans. Dave has helped their
family life, especially Patricia’s mental well-being
which is essential for a solid relationship.
Patricia has been a tour guide for the Dali Museum
since 1996, and she has all the art memorized. This
would not have been possible if it was not for the SE
Guide Dogs organization and bringing Dave into her
life. She has met some fascinating people during her
time as a docent, including Joan Kennedy Smith, our
Fred McLean with Basset and Rick Kriseman with Christie at
the local 2016 SE Guide Dog Walkathon
former president’s sister. Tom drops off and picks up

Dr. Mark Scribano of Northeast Animal Hospital and Pets in
the City checks out one of his patients

Patricia at the museum so she and Dave can give the
tour every Tuesday. If she makes a mistake, Dave barks!
Please watch and learn more about Patricia’s story
at www.youtube.com/watch?v=9fxxMgEaZvc. The
video illustrates Pat becoming a docent volunteer at
the Salvador Dali Museum.

Dr. Mark Scribano Knows Animals Heal
After 30 years of practicing veterinarian medicine,
Dr. Mark Scribano has seen, and is still surprised by,
how animals can heal people suffering from all types
of illnesses. Besides providing medical care to people’s
pets he also cares for their owners as well – especially
when they suffer the loss of their beloved pet.
When I asked Mark what he loves most about his
profession he said, “The variety of patients, different
species, people, surgery, and type of medicine from
ophthalmology to oncology.” Mark has a passion for
the type of work he does, and it is reflected by his
personality and compassion. After Hurricane Katrina,
he volunteered and rescued animals from the flooding.
His dog, Doc is one of the rescue dogs. The Scribano
family tried to find Doc a placement home, but they
fell in love with him and decided he would remain a
part of their family.
Dr. Scribano owns the Northeast Animal Hospital
and Pets in the City. He is married to Lisa Scribano, a
realtor with Century 21. They live in Venetian Isles
and have three children – George, Samantha, Abigail
– who attend St. Petersburg High School. The extended
Scribano family currently includes two dogs, one
Australian Shepherd named Doc, and a King Charles
Cavalier/Poodle-mix named Snoopy. They also have
a family parrot named Loretta and a few salt water fish.
The therapeutic effect of animals on humans has
been valued for centuries. Florence Nightingale
recommended “a small pet animal” as an “excellent
companion for the sick,” and a growing number of
studies show animals have a positive effect on the
healing process. For stroke survivors, the family pet
might prove an invaluable companion during the
recovery process. Individuals without an animal
might want to consider adopting, for the purposes of
Animal Assisted Therapy and friendship.
My experience in owning several dogs and other
animals has allowed me to appreciate how they provide
healing and therapeutic benefits. After a long day at
work, I come home to Coconut, a West Highland
Terrier, who greets me with unconditional love and
joy each and every day. There is no better companion
and healing source then your beloved pet!
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A RO UN D T HE BLO CK
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lothes To Kids had their 10th annual Volunteer Appreciation
Luncheon on April 16th at Trinity Presbyterian Church. Volunteers
enjoyed a delicious luncheon (made by the staff), raffle prizes, and a
creative skit by the talented staff which highlighted the event (see photo).
Clothes To Kids is beyond proud of their dedicated volunteers and relies

2016-2017
Now Enrolling

972418-01

Clothes To Kids Honors its 125 Volunteers

Grades 1-8 for Fall 2016

• Alegria Montessori School is an authentic Montessori program
that creates a rich learning environment and supports
individual development.
• Our beautiful new campus and state of the art classrooms have
allowed us to expand our program to include middle school for
the 2016-2017 school year.
• We will now be able to offer a true Montessori education from
age one through grade 8.
• Come discover the joy of Montessori.

3200 58th Ave. S.

at Maximo Presbyterian Church

Call for Personalized Tour

License #C084323

alegriamontessori.com

310-8243

Alegria Montessori School welcomes students without regard to race, color, religion, national or ethnic origin, or economic or social class.

Great Service, Great Quality, Great Prices.

That’s How We Roll.
Painting • Restoration
General Contracting
Serving NE St Petersburg Since 1998

A Name You Know and Trust

3520 66th Avenue N
Pinellas Park FL 33781
on the more than 125 volunteers to help achieve their mission. The mission
of Clothes To Kids is to provide new and quality used clothing to low-income
or in-crisis school children in Pinellas County, free of charge. Clothes To
Kids, founded in 2002, has volunteer opportunities at their locations in
Clearwater at 1059 N. Hercules Avenue, and in St. Petersburg at 2168 34th
Street South. Volunteers should love working with clothing, sorting,
tagging, and organizing in a casual, pleasant, small group setting.
Fifty-two percent of students in Pinellas County are eligible for free or
reduced priced lunch, making them qualified to ‘shop’ at Clothes To Kids.
Clothes To Kids is privately funded and relies on donations of clothing and
funding from the community to sustain operations. For more information,
please call program director, Leslie Bednarski, at 727-441-5050, ext 123 or
visit www.ClothesToKids.org to learn more about volunteering.
Clothe A Child. Change A Life.

www.TomWhitePainting.com
727-578-5819

License C-9614
CGC1520903

ATTRACTIVE
—
SENSIBLE
—
LANDSCAPING
Call for Ideas and Free Estimate

flatwoodslandscaping.com
727-278-6811
Save Time and Money,
and Enjoy Your Yard With
New Low-maintenance Landscaping,
Walkways, Patios and Lighting
––––––––––––––
Serving Pinellas County Since 1983
––––––––––––––
Florida Native Plant Society
Award Winner

SPECIALIZING IN: Native Plants • Xeriscaping • Low-voltage lighting • Drip irrigation

St. Petersburg Catholic High School
6333 Ninth Avenue N.
St. Petersburg, Fl 33710
27-344-40657

Faith-Based Values
College Prep Curriculum
Diverse Athletic Program
Register now for the
2016-2017 school year.
Admissions@spchs.org

Congratulations to the Class of
2016 for earning over $8 million
dollars in college scholarships!
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CELEBRATING 100 YEARS OF COMMUNITY • • • 1911-2011
ST. PETE’S JEWEL ON TAMPA BAY
Rick Carson, editor

OLD
NORTHEAST
NEIGHBORLINESS
We want to share our neighbors’
thoughts about what it means to be
neighborly in The Historic Old Northeast.
Won’t you join us!

O

ur neighborhood is known for
Halloween, but being neighborly
in The ONE is so much more
than just giving out candy. While
walking around our neighborhood last
year, my girlfriend and I were invited
into the home of Nikki Nate on 15th
Avenue NE. The porch was packed with
friends and neighbors giving out candy
by the handfuls. The food spread was to
die for (complete with black candy
apples!), and everyone who came by was
given an Historic Old Northeast
Halloween koozie designed by The
Colorful Case company. So much in The
ONE for which to be grateful and proud,
and the neighbors who make it so.
Peter Motzenbecker
10th Avenue NE

Is there another community where
someone would nominate the Most
Amazing Jasmine Wall award for a
neighbor’s sweet smelling jasmine? I’ve
never lived in one – maybe I’ve picked

involved, share ideas, learn about
events and dates of Porch Parties, and
provide feedback? Use social media and
‘Like’ and ‘Share’ our Facebook page
at www.facebook.com/honnaorg. We
want to hear from you!

Y

our Historic Old Northeast
Neighborhood Association
invites and encourages you to
stay connected and on top of programs,
events and other happenings in our
neighborhood. Want to learn more
about the neighborhood, become

HONNA Begins Planting
Trees to Maintain The ONE’s
Tree Canopy

H

ONNA’s Tree Canopy
Preservation Project – in which
Burt and Carol Kline cataloged
all the existing trees in The Old
Northeast – has resulted in several
homeowners being contacted about
having a tree planted in their curbside

nsnaeditor@aol.com

Ways To Stay Connected:
• Visit the HONNA website.
www.honna.org
• Become a member of HONNA.
You’ll receive periodic informative
email announcements.
www.honna.org/get-involved

public parkways, at no charge and
courtesy of HONNA. These residents
have agreed to take on the responsibility
of tending to a young tree, especially
the needed regular watering.
Local landscaper Lesli Larmon of
Florida Native Landscape and Design
has determined which species of trees
are appropriate for this zone to ensure
that each tree planted will survive and
have a positive impact on its block. Thus
far, the plantings have focused on 8th
and 9th Avenues: 425 9th Avenue NE
(one Sand Live Oak), 265 8th Avenue
NE (one Winged Elm), 346 9th Avenue
NE (one Ilex) and 235 9th Avenue NE
(two Ilex).

the wrong neighborhoods before now
– but it seems our neighbors are appreciative of the little things. I’ve seen
people stop to remark on someone’s
beautiful garden or new plantings. I
have people stop and ask me about our
wall of trumpet vine [see photo].
Neighbors tell me folks stop to take a
photo in front of it when it is in full

• Follow HONNA on Facebook.
www.facebook.com/honnaorg
• Follow HONNA on Twitter and
Instagram. There are two ways you
can engage on both Twitter and
Instagram: @honnastpete (Twitter/
Instagram) or tie everything
together at #honnastpete. For
instance, if you take a photo or
write a tweet regarding HONNA,
you can bring it to HONNA’s
attention by using the hashtag
#honnastpete.

Pictured is a Sand
Live Oak planted at 535
15th Avenue NE by Lesli
and her crew. The
planting helps fill in a
space of about 150 feet on
the parkway in which
there was no tree. Thanks
to homeowners Robert
Smith and Mary Ellen
Frank, who will tend to it
as it gets established.
If you are interested in
having a tree planted in
the parkway outside your
home, please contact
Robin Reed at rlreed@
tampabay.rr.com.

bloom. The flora here makes me glad
to live in Florida... and in The Old
Northeast.
Charleen McGrath
18th Avenue NE

Send your thoughts about The Historic
Old Northeast (100 words or less) to
nsnaeditor@aol.com.

• Join NextDoorOldNortheast. This
is a private social network just for
residents of our neighborhood.
HONNA is not affiliated with
Nextdoor.com, and the views
expressed by members are their
personal views and do not always
reflect views of the association.
www.nextdoor.com
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Young Northeaster Social Group Enjoyed an
Evening of Shuffleboard
On Thursday evening, June 23, the ‘under 40’ Young Northeasters (YNE) had a fun social at the hip St. Petersburg
Shuffleboard Club. There was a great mix of singles, couples,
and families all
joining in on the
good time. Everyone
brought their own
snacks and drinks,
and grabbed some
cues to play on the
historic courts,
established in 1924.
For those unfamiliar
with the sport, YNE

July/August 2016
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organizer Lauren Leavine demonstrated the proper techniques.
YNE are residents of The ONE who
are young in age – or young at heart
– with an aim to engage the large and
growing population of younger
residents and families of our neighborhood. Memberships are free to
members of HONNA, and can be
obtained through www.honna.org. To
learn more about YNE and their future
social events, please join the ‘Young
Northeasters’ Facebook group or email
lleavine@gmail.com.

Honna Arranges For
Another Historic Home to
Get ‘Plaqued’
The Historic Old
Northeast recently
added to its number
an eleventh Local
Historic Landmark.
Known as the Sargent
House and owned by
Kendall Reid and
Sharon Winters, the
“airplane” bungalow
located at 806 18th
Avenue NE received
the designation in
May. To applaud the
efforts of Kendall and
Sharon, HONNA
commissioned a
bronze plaque to
recognize this new
landmark.
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Skyway Soirée: A Tale of Two (Foodie) Cities

D o g Wa l k i n g & Pe t s it t i n g
Ho u s e C h e c k+

©

S t. Pe te’s m o s t r e li a bl e!
We offer many services that
relieve your stress and take
care of things when you’re
out. Whether it’s daily
workday walks for Fido or
keeping an eye on the
homestead in your absence.

Learn more onlineor call us any time.

!!
Go
.c o m

ridging two booming culinary scenes, the
inaugural Skyway Soirée brought together
some of the best chefs from St. Petersburg and
Sarasota for a festive evening that fully tapped their
collaboration skills. Just this once, they put their
competitive spirits aside to help each other dish out
a delicious six-course meal.
Held on June 12 at the North Skyway Bridge, the
event, which was presented by Turtle Beach Natural
Food Service, raised funds for worthy initiatives from
both cities: St. Petersburg’s Edible Peace Patch Project
and Sarasota’s Mote Marine Laboratory.
By attracting residents of neighboring Sarasota,
the event threw the spotlight on three of our most
innovative and beloved executive chefs. David
Benstock of Il Ritorno, Tyson Grant of Parkshore
Grill, and Jason Cline of Birch & Vine all participated. Not only did they create and supervise their
own dishes, but they also group-plated each other’s
Sunshine Skyway at dusk
work, often in assembly-line style.
“St. Petersburg’s culinary scene is just on fire,” said
Deputy Mayor Kanika Tomalin. “And the Soirée is a perfect way to highlight that.
It’s a really fun celebration of all the things that make this area amazing – the food,
the geography, the wonderful sunset. It’s a great idea.”
With the gleaming Sunshine Skyway as a backdrop, the bash kicked-off with
cocktails and hors d’oeuvres conceived by Il Ritorno’s Benstock. Working with
the evening’s surf-and-turf theme, he served a diverse trio that included both cold

(chilled soup shooters featuring smoked tomato water
and crispy sopressata) and hot (charred Blue Point
oysters smothered with guanciale and mounds of
crème).
While Benstock hadn’t originally planned to
orchestrate the entire opening act, he’s happy it turned
out that way. “When the event organizers asked me
what I wanted to do, I didn’t know which course it
was for, or what the other chefs were doing, so I gave
them three different options,” he said. “They ended
up liking them all and said: ‘How about you do a small
version of all of that for passed hors d’oeuvres before
the dinner?’ They really gave me free rein.”
Sitting down to tables decorated with a blizzard of
stemware – it was a wine-pairing dinner and the vino
was abundant – guests were in for an inventive mix of
flavors. For the first full course, Grant underscored his
love of buying from family-owned purveyors by opting
for Joyce Farms Poulet Rouge Chorizo and Joe Island
Clams served on a bed of locally sourced kale. Cline
contributed the third course, serving Charred Niman
Ranch Porkloin and Grilled Shrimp-Stone Escabeche.
Deputy Mayor Tomalin, who champions excellent
nutrition and sustainability through her year-old Healthy St. Pete program, was
thrilled Edible Peace Patch Project would receive a portion of the Soirée’s proceeds.
“The City really supports what they do,” she said. “It’s urban agriculture, which
is a national movement that St. Petersburg is certainly embracing. Though it’s
multi-generational, it exposes kids to the agriculture process, connecting them to
the food throughout its journey from farm to table.”

atb

Dana Wood

Debbie Kinder, founder of Blue Ocean Film Festival, and St.
Petersburg Deputy Mayor Kanika Tomalin

aw

B

St. Petersburg executive chefs Tyson Grant, David Benstock,
and Jason Cline

Let
’s

Event organizers and sponsors executive chef Paul Mattison
and April Quintin of Turtle Beach Natural Food Service

727 -483 -4554

more info: aWal k Ar oun dT heBlo c k.c om
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P EO P L E A N D P E TS
To submit photos or to be photographed, contact Susan Alderson. Photos by Susan Woods Alderson unless otherwise noted.
Email your HIGH RES digital photo to susie2wong@gmail.com. Please include your name, address, phone number, and pet’s name.

Ann Albert with Maverick and Tigi
15th Avenue NE

Kristie Dowling with Bette
20th Avenue N

Juliana Villamil with Henry, Jax, Layla, and Pupi
Beach Drive NE

Brian VanSlyke with Roxy
18th Avenue NE

Bibi and Erika Paulus with Minnie
16th Avenue NE

Kevin McBride with Dexter
Central Avenue

Marietta Stifel with Asher and Bentley
34th Avenue N

Pam Haining with Bella
8th Avenue NE

Olivia and Caitlan Maselli and Hattie and Jasper
10th Avenue NE

Routine Vet Care
Dental Care
Indoor Day Camp
Grooming & Pet Spa
petsinthecitystpete.com
111 2nd Ave NE, Ste 113
St. Petersburg, FL 33701
727.755.PETS

TSP
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D IN ING O U T

#SeeYouAtTryst

727.821.4567

HALF-OFF BAR BITES!
Daily during 4-7pm happy hour!
dinetryst.com

fb.com/TrystDTSP #SeeYouAtTryst
(727) 821-4567 | 240 Beach Drive, St. Petersburg, FL

RediscoveR ouR 1925
classic dining Menu

marchand’s
VINTAGE DINING

Design a four star, three-course meal with choices from two appetizers, three
entrees and two desserts, always for just $19.25.
Plus enjoy specially-paired wines with each course at only $8 a glass.
Starter
Ham & white bean soup, combread crouton or Panzanella, heirloom tomato salad pickled onions

Choice of Entrée
Short rib Bourguignon pappardelle pasta, roasted carrots, cipollini onion, tomato, mushroom red wine sauce
or Fennel garlic smoked pork shoulder herb mashed, gremolata-tomato olive
or Grilled salmon, pancetta pecorino risotto, grilled asparagus

Dessert
Cheesecake, Grand Marnier marinated strawberries or Bitter sweet chocolate mousse, vanilla whipped cream

Join us nigHTlY

5 pm–6:30 pm.

727.824.8072

marchandsbarandgrill.com
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D IN ING O U T
Live Music Inside
Friday & Saturday 7-10pm
Poolside Mixers
Sunday 1-5pm
Trivia
FREE to play, fun and prizes
Sundays 6-8pm
Reservations recommended

$

TRIVIA PRIZES
50 for 1st place
$
25 for 2nd
$
15 for 3rd

Now Booking Parties for Any Occasion!

Complimentary Poolside Cabana with any reserved party.
Food & Beverage minimum required. Call for details.
$

3 Craft Beer TUESDAYS • $10 Burger/Fries/Craftbeer WEDNESDAYS • Half-Off Bottles of Wine THURSDAYS
Weekend Big Breakfast Buffet with omelet station Every SAT & SUN 8am-12pm $12 All You Care to Eat
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MOUNTED PATROL Continued from page 1

Officer Jason Hughes’ four-legged partner is Jacob
and Officer Ron Try’s is Brooklyn. The officers and
their equine colleagues are perfectly matched. Officers
Hughes and Try successfully completed intense horse
maneuver training from experienced mounted officers
of both the Tampa and Pinellas Park Police

High-traction rubber shoes over steel shoes
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than 25 years with the department and has owned
and ridden horses as a hobby.
Both Jacob and Brooklyn are Percheron/
Thoroughbred-cross geldings that were born in
Toronto, Canada on farms under the auspices of the
Royal Canadian Mounted Police. Their particular
cross-breed was designed to blend the best character-

Officer Try assisting Brooklyn while he paints

Departments. The officers have developed expertise
in controlling their mounts in fluctuating situations
within an urban environment. They can even make
an arrest without dismounting.
Hughes is a Florida native, born in Orlando, and
has been an officer with the St. Petersburg Police
Department since 2003. His prior riding experience
was as a ‘knight’ jousting at various Renaissance
festivals. Try, on the other hand, was originally from
Michigan, joined the U.S. Navy, and then came to
Florida where he joined the police force. Try has more

age respectively. Jacob stands sixteen-two hands
while Brooklyn stands sixteen-one hands, and each
weighs approximately 1400 pounds according to the
baseball-type cards the officers give out to children.
Both Jacob and Brooklyn served as Mounted Patrol
horses with the Boston Police Department until their
relocation to St. Petersburg in 2009. Brooklyn

Taking a bow

istics of both Percherons and Thoroughbreds.
Percheron is a heavy draft-horse similar to the
Clydesdale with origins in the Perche region of France,
while the Thoroughbred was developed in England
for racing and jumping. The cross-breed was intended
to incorporate the calm and strength of the Percheron
with the athleticism and drive of the Thoroughbred,
making the Percheron/Thoroughbred the ideal horse
for law enforcement.
Jacob was born in 2005, and Brooklyn was born
in 2003, making them eleven and thirteen years of

graduated top of his Basic Mounted Patrol Academy
class. According to Jacob’s card, “he is enjoying the
Florida weather and is now an avid Rays fan.”
Brooklyn, the more serious of the two, “hopes to have
a long career in law enforcement.”
Officer Hughes says that it is easy to tell the two
horses apart because “Brooklyn is the one with the
tough-guy (Mohawk) haircut and Jacob has a more
laid-back look (free-flowing mane).” The personalities
of the two horses also make them distinguishable.
Jacob is the flamboyant one. He paints ‘pictures’

Trusted Local Advisors
The professionals at BT Wealth Advisors
and The Bank of Tampa Trust department are
committed to taking the time to understand
your financial goals to achieve comprehensive
wealth management. For strategies that aim
to build, preserve, and transition your wealth,
contact Beth Horner at 813-998-2711 or
Stacey Pittman at 813-998-2742.

Beth Horner, J.D.

Stacey Pittman CFA, CFP®

Trust Director
bhorner@bankoftampa.com

BT Wealth Advisors, Managing Director
spittman@btwealthadvisors.com

IN V ESTMENT A DV ISORY SERV ICES · FINA NCI A L PL A NNING
TRUST SERV ICES · ESTATE PL A NNING

*Securities and advisory services offered through LPL Financial, a registered investment advisor, member FINRA/SIPC.
Insurance products offered through LPL Financial or its licensed affiliates. The Bank of Tampa and BT Wealth Advisors are
not registered broker/dealers and are not affiliated with LPL Financial.

Not FDIC Insured-Not Bank Guaranteed-May Lose Value
Not Insured by any Federal Government Agency-Not a Bank Deposit
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on canvas in his free time and donates them to worthy causes. Hughes holds the and Jacob are anxious to go to work. They walk up the ramp, each going into his
canvas while Jacob holds the brush in his teeth and bobs his head up and down designated stall in the trailer with hardly any prompting.
to create the masterpiece. The St. Petersburg Police Department, after all, is
Once Brooklyn and Jacob have arrived downtown and have exited the trailer,
located in the middle of the city’s art district. According to Yolanda Fernandez Officers Hughes and Try prep their equine partners for their night shift that will
last until early the next morning.
who handles community
The horses enjoy a thorough
relations for the St. Petersburg
brushing before saddling up.
Police Department, a painting
The gear is a little different from
of Jacob’s is on display at the
standard riding tack. The
new CASA shelter in the
saddles are synthetic rather than
downtown area. Some of Jacob’s
leather with very little leather
paintings were recently
in the entire tack to reduce
auctioned for the benefit of the
weight since there is added
Pet Pal Animal Shelter near the
equipment police officers must
police department building, and
carry. Officers Hughes and Try
also at the Art Exchange. Jacob
put high-traction rubber and
also did demonstrations at
synthetic shoes over the
Dazzio’s Art Studio. The criteria
standard steel horseshoes the
established for a donation of
horses are already wearing.
Jacob’s artwork is that “the
These overshoes make less
organization must be located in
noise, are less jarring, and are
St. Petersburg and it must be a
less prone to slippage on
non-profit,” said Fernandez.
pavement. Jacob’s shoes are
Brooklyn is the more staid
actually special orthopedic
and reserved of the two.
shoes designed just for him since
Brooklyn serves in a dignified
he tends to put more weight on
capacity during police memorial
his front legs than his back legs.
ceremonies, whereas Jacob is less Officers Try and Hughes getting Jacob and Brooklyn prepared for gearing up
The officers say one
inclined to remain still for long
periods of time. However, Jacob is always nearby to provide support to his comrade advantage to utilizing a mounted patrol is that the view is nine feet off the ground.
An officer can see things above the crowd, making crowd control easier with an
and accommodate any children who may wish to pet him.
When Jacob and Brooklyn are off duty, they are in the capable hands of Patti elevated view. Another advantage is that, “A mounted patrol builds bridges with
Gail, a qualified expert with the American Riders Institute Association, who the community; people will approach an officer on horseback more often than
provides training, rehabilitation, and boarding at the equine sports center in they would (approach an officer) on foot,” said Hughes. Once the officers have
Pinellas Park where the horses reside. The barn has fabulous amenities any horse mounted the horses, people approach them almost continuously, asking to take
would whinny for, including fans in every stall, and access to a water treadmill pictures with the horses, and if they can pet the horses. “The first three hours on
duty is mostly public relations,” said Hughes.
and ice spa (for their legs and hooves).
Brooklyn and Jacob are favorites around town. Although, they get a hay-andThe horses enjoy their free time in the pasture. “They love to roll in the dirt,”
said Hughes. Wednesday is the start of their regular work week which goes through water break when possible, Brooklyn and Jacob sometimes receive treats from
Saturday. When the police horse trailer pulls up in the late afternoon, Brooklyn
Continued on page 30
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MOUNTED PATROL Continued from page 29

store owners. They look forward to getting occasional oatmeal cookies at Starbucks
and apples from Mickey’s Organics.
Brooklyn and Jacob like it when they get to see their friends, the carriage
horses. “Horses care about other horses the same way that dogs care about other
dogs,” said Hughes. As herd animals though, the police horses would rather hang
around with the carriage horses, so the time the officers allow their steeds to spend
near the carriage horses is limited. Otherwise it becomes difficult to get the horses
to leave one another.
As the shift wears on, the
Mounted Unit addresses issues
in the bar district like breaking
up fights, catching the
occasional purse-snatcher, and
thwarting public urination.
“We don’t allow anyone to pet
the horses after midnight,” said
Hughes. Intoxicated revelers
may get a little too rough with
the horses, so this is for the
horses’ protection.
Jacob is the clown of the
two. On command Jacob will
roll back his lips and give a
broad smile showing lots of
teeth. He picks up traffic cones
and water bottles. On one of
the First Night events, Jacob
picked up the street barricade
and then slammed it down to
draw attention. On Valentine’s Officer Try giving Brooklyn a good brushing
Day he discovered a heartshaped balloon and bandied it about to the amusement of Officer Hughes and
other onlookers. Both Brooklyn and Jacob are trained to bow with one foot and
head down, demonstrating their courtesy. “The horses will work hard to learn
new tricks for carrots,” said Hughes.
Interestingly enough, there is no sign of horse manure anywhere downtown.
While the carriage horses have bags behind them to catch any droppings, the police
horses don’t have that luxury. Bags would slow the police horses down and make
In-Home
Intuitive Bodywork
& Massage for
Women & Couples

Jean Riccio
LMT, MFR, NMT

727•642•2518
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turning corners more difficult. According to Officer Hughes, Jacob is nearly pottytrained. Like a person who can anticipate when their dog has to go, a rider knows
when his horse needs to go. Officer Hughes looks for “whatever bushes need
fertilizing nearby” and directs Jacob to that spot, rewarding a bulls-eye with a horse
treat. If Jacob or Brooklyn has an accident, however, the officers are equipped with
portable shovels to address it.
One memorable mishap occurred when the Mounted Unit was called into
action at Barnett Towers. Security guards needed assistance restraining a guy who
became aggressive in the lobby.
Seeing the Mounted Unit
approach, other security guards
opened the doors to
accommodate the horses with
their riders. During the apprehension, Brooklyn let loose on
the white marble floors, much
to the chagrin of the officers.
“We cleaned it up,” said
Hughes, “but they (Barnett
Towers) were not happy with
us.”
When it comes time to
perform their law enforcement
duties, both the officers and
horses know their stuff.
Watching the Mounted Unit
in action can be like watching
the precision moves Hollywood
captures on film. During one
incident, the Mounted Unit
successfully apprehended a
fast-running offender who
suddenly stopped around a corner and found himself instantly surrounded first by
Jacob and Officer Hughes on one side, and then a second later by Brooklyn and
Officer Try on the other with nowhere to go.
Clearly, the Mounted Unit sees protecting and serving the citizens of St.
Petersburg as more than a duty; they enjoy their work. Officer Hughes remarked,
“The people of St. Petersburg are awesome!” Jacob nodded his head up and down
in agreement.
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Behind the Scenes at Kennedy Space Center

View of Space X Dragon from the NASA causeway inside KSC-6

Annette Baesel near Space X Dragon rocket

id you know that the growing medium used to grow lettuce on the
International Space Station (ISS) is exactly the same as the clay ‘dirt’
between first and third base at the Tropicana Dome? Did you know NASA
has developed robots that astronauts recently controlled on the earth’s surface
from the ISS?
Things are really hopping these days at NASA, Space X, ULA, and Blue
Horizon facilities all across the U.S. Nowhere is that more evident than at the
Kennedy Space Center (KSC) where there is always a rocket on a launch pad
these days with NASA, Space X, and ULA having long-term projects related to
space science and exploration, including commercial missions as well as missions
to deep space and Mars.
Have you ever wanted to go behind the scenes of a rocket launch at Kennedy
Space Center? In April, I had the good fortune to join 50 people from all over
the United States to attend a two-day NASA Social at KSC which centered on
the launch of the Space X CR8-Dragon Cargo resupply mission to the ISS.
What is a NASA Social? It is a NASA sponsored PR/media event for people
active on various social media platforms such as Facebook, Twitter, Instagram,
SnapChat, and blogs. NASA wants people of all ages and interests to learn more
about space and space exploration, and to share the experience with their social
media audience. April’s NASA Social members had the opportunity to tour
facilities, speak with scientists, engineers, astronauts, and managers and watch
the Space X launch from inside KSC.
The group met with astronaut Doug Wheelock who served on the ISS in 2007
and again in 2010 where he served as commander of Expedition 25. He made
six spacewalks and was the first astronaut to ‘check in’ from Space in 2010 via
FourSquare. He spoke with us at length about life on the ISS. Then, unexpectedly,
he hopped on the group’s bus for the ride out to the Space X Launch Pad

continuing to answer questions about working on the ISS and readjusting to life
back on Earth. Did you know that many ISS astronauts have a decline in vision
clarity that initially worsens upon return to earth?
There was an up-close-and-personal tour of the ‘high bay’ facility where Orion,
the next generation of spacecraft, is under construction. The crew and service
modules are being built for an unmanned test launch in 2018, a manned expedition
to an asteroid in the 2020s, and Mars in the 2030s.
The 550-foot tall Vehicle Assembly Building (VAB) is the most recognizable
structure at KSC and is a bit like Mecca for space nerds. It is where rockets are
assembled and readied for the slow crawl to the launch pad. The NASA Social
group not only got a tour, but got to ride up in tiny elevators, and take a walk
across a caged catwalk 20 stories up to access the rooftop where they could see
the entire KSC complex in one 360° panorama. It was stunningly beautiful, filled
with history, and inspiring. All the many launch pads, old and new, were visible.
The two-day event culminated with the launch of the Space X rocket
delivering the CRS-8 cargo ship to the ISS. The group had a direct view across
the water from just two-miles away on the edge of the NASA causeway, right
next to the ‘traditional’ media section. The normally gregarious group fell silent
as the engines fired and the Dragon X lifted off. There were more than a few
teary eyes as the deep, powerful, rumble reached us and the SpaceX rocket
continued safely up into the sky. Ten minutes later, raucous cheers went up from
a group huddled around a single iPad set up on the grass watching the NASA
live stream. The Space X Stage One rocket, for the very first time, had successfully landed on a drone barge just off the coast of Florida. History had been made
and we witnessed it.
Anyone interested in knowing more about future NASA Social programs can
visit www.nasa.gov/connect/social for more information.

Inside the Orion High Bay at KSC crew module for Orion spacecraft under construction

Astronaut Doug Wheelock

D

Annette Baesel
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A R O U N D THE BL OC K
Honoring Creative Clay’s Charlie Bari Bachmann
On June 17, Creative Clay, lost friend, former
staff member, and tireless arts and disabilities
advocate Charlie Bari Bachmann. As a result,
Creative Clay announces the establishment of
the Charlie Bari Bachmann Artist Scholarship
Fund. In addition, July 9th’s ArtWalk honored
Bachmann.
Bachmann earned his BFA from the
University of Minnesota, and MFA. from the
University of Nebraska, Lincoln. Employed as
an actor, he appeared in more than 80 roles from
Milwaukee to Oregon to L.A. He was a producer
and playwright, and directed more than 25 productions.
Bachmann joined Creative Clay in 2008 as a teaching artist, and served
since 2011 as director of community arts and as the Folkfest St. Pete director.
During his time at Creative Clay, Bachmann was a beloved and dedicated
teacher, and a creative and intuitive filmmaker. Bachmann was best known
for assisting Creative Clay students with expressing their creativity through
storyboards, screenplays, and videography. Our member artists wrote scripts
and acted in many videos produced in his film class. Charlie shared Creative
Clay’s vision of art for all through his videos of Folkfest St. Pete, member
artist bios, commercials, and art exhibits.
CEO Kim Dohrman, said “Our staff and artists held him in high esteem
and eagerly anticipated his return – this time as a visitor – to this year’s
Folkfest St. Pete. Now it is time to honor the legacy of love, teaching,
inspiration, inclusivity, and passion for art that is the memory of Charlie.”
The Charlie Bari Bachmann Artist Scholarship Fund will support those
who desire to come to Creative Clay, but have a barrier due to finances.
The fund will give deserving, budding artists with disabilities a chance to
realize their dream.
Gifts may be given by visiting www.creativeclay.org/charlie-baribachmann-scholarship-fund, by phone at 727-825-0515, or by mail or in
person at 1114 Central Avenue, St. Petersburg FL 33705.
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HISTORY Continued from page 1

All photos, unless otherwise noted, courtesy of Michaels Family Collection

potentially eligible properties identified, ten have
win-win, with Saint Petersburg Preservation
been designated as landmarks, and three have been
withdrawing its court challenge of the process and its
considered but denied. (These include the Central
application to designate the buildings local historic
Bank and Pheil buildings.) Reasons for this slow pace,
landmarks, and the City and building owners
in part, have to do with past city policies and limited
committing to significant mitigation-like measures
resources. While properties may be designated in
the basics of which are summarized in the sidebar. It
exceptional circumstances without owner consent,
is great to see this willingness to reason and come
City and Saint Petersburg Preservation much prefer
together for the betterment of our city.
to accomplish landmarkings with the consent of
In order to foster our city’s specialness, the City has
owners. The City’s Comprehensive Plan calls for the
established various incentives. With respect to
registry of potentially eligible properties to be updated
development, local property tax exemptions and
annually, but that has not occurred and consequently
reduced impact fees in certain areas of the city are
the listing has not been updated for ten years.
offered. (There are also many additional state and
The registry simply serves as a listing of those
federal incentive programs.) In the case of historic
properties that should be considered for future
properties, incentives include reduced property taxes
landmarking. There are no restrictions on improving
for approved renovations, and in the downtown area,
or altering any building on the listing. The only
sale of development rights. At the federal level, tax
restriction is that should a request for a demolition
credits are offered for commercial property designated
permit be submitted, it is held for 30 days to provide
as historic. The City’s recent revision of the preserthe City and other interested parties an opportunity
vation ordinance further enhanced local incentives
to accomplish a review of the relative historic
for historic preservation by removing the previous cap
importance of the property, and to possibly submit an
on the property tax exemption allowed for renovations.
application requesting that the building be designated
Lobby of the Historic Vinoy Renaissance Hotel. The Vinoy
For the first time, this allows an exemption for new Hotel dates from 1925. It was closed in 1974/75, and reopened
a city landmark. The City Planning and Preservation
additions such as a guest cottage, so long as these are after 17 years in 1992. The interior was meticulously restored. Commission (CPPC) recently called for estabcompatible with the historic character of the associated Hand-colored postcard, circa 1930.
lishment of a task force to update the registry. An
home or other structure. Also,
updated registry should
the potential volume of
encompass the entire city and
development right credits
not be limited to downtown.
which may be sold was reduced,
Historic preservation is of
thus enhancing the value of
city-wide importance, not just
those remaining. Additionally,
a downtown matter. It is
historic properties are exempt
understood that the task force
from certain code and flood
will be composed of a range of
requirements. Only changes to
stakeholders in order to
the exterior of historic
accomplish a well-founded
properties require prior City
updated registry. These stakeapproval; owners are free to
holders would logically include
make whatever changes they
such groups as Saint Petersburg
wish to the property interior (so
Preservation, the Chamber of
long as these meet normal City
Commerce, the Council of
code).
Neighborhood Associations,
But, as significant as these
the American Institute of
measures are, further steps need
Architects, and representatives
be taken to foster our city’s
of owners of both established
development and yet maintain
and potentially eligible
its built heritage and character
landmarks.
– to “keep St. Pete special.” In Aerial view of the Historic Vinoy Renaissance Hotel. The Vinoy Hotel was named to the National Register of
Hopefully the task force will
2005, Mayor Rick Baker Historic Places in 1978, making it possible for investors to obtain federal tax breaks up to 25% of the cost of
go one step further. What is
requested from City staff a restoration. In 1986, the hotel was also designated a local landmark. The restoration of the Vinoy is widely
needed is not simply a register
credited with playing a major role in sparking the downtown renaissance. Circa 1955.
listing of properties that were
of potentially eligible
potentially eligible for historic
properties, but also some priorilandmark designation. The staff
tization of which properties
prepared a list of 55 such
should be considered for
properties which was approved
landmarking first, or at least
by the mayor in January 2006.
which are most important.
Most of these properties were in
Given such prioritization, the
the downtown area. Mayor
City and groups such as Saint
Baker then hosted an ‘Historic
Petersburg Preservation can
Preservation Summit’ for
better focus their limited
purposes of educating the public
resources. Significant time and
regarding the benefits, assistance
expertise are required to
available, and responsibilities of
undertake the research needed
landmark ownership. Both
to complete the application
owners of existing landmarks
and documentation required
and those on the list of
for designating a building as an
potentially eligible landmarks
historic landmark. As part of
were specifically invited to
the recent agreement between
the City and Saint Petersburg
attend the summit along with
Preservation, the mayor has
the general public. Also a
reaffirmed the previous city
downtown walking tour map
policy of seeking to initiate the
was created, focusing on existing The Sunset Golf & Country Club on Snell Isle – now the Vinoy Renaissance Golf Club – was constructed in 1926
by C. Perry Snell. It was built in the Romantic Revival style with an onion dome, tile detailing, and minaret. The
designation of at least three
and potential landmarks.
building
was
designated
a
local
landmark
in
1994.
Circa
1930.
buildings as new historic
Since 2006, of the 55
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Dating from 1916, the Open-Air Post Office was designed by Postmaster Roy S. Hanna and
architect George Stuart. The post office was added to the National Register of Historic Places
in 1975 and designated a local landmark in 1986. This postcard’s obverse notes “tremendous”
post office business conducted during the winter months “when the city has 300,000 winter
visitors, many times its normal population.” Circa 1930.

Agreement by the City

This photos of the Open-Air Post Office was taken March 29, 1926. It must have been an
Burgert Brothers of Tampa photograph
unusually cold day for March. Check-out the overcoats.

landmarks yearly – a standard that has seldom been achieved in recent years. A
prioritized listing of potential landmarks will help direct that effort. Saint Petersburg
Preservation’s new preservation fund might also be tapped to support this effort.
Accomplishment of an updated and prioritized registry of potentially eligible
historic landmarks should be of great assistance, particularly to the development
community, as well as persons simply seeking new homes. Buyers of landmarks or
potential landmarks need to be aware of both the benefits and responsibilities of
ownership. Given some basic agreement on what properties are most important
to our history and city character, future conflicts between development and preservation at least may be minimized. All interested parties will benefit from a clearer
understanding of both preservation and development opportunities. Part of the
recent agreement between the mayor and St. Petersburg Preservation also calls
for a new Preservation Summit before year’s end. This summit could be used to
inform the community regarding the purpose of the listing of potentially eligible
historic landmarks, and generate additional new ideas for maintaining a healthy
balance between new development and preservation in the future.
As a city, we have never gotten to the point of having a common plan for
preservation, and one is greatly needed. The number of significant historic
buildings is limited. Once they are gone, they are gone forever.
Sources used in this article include City of St. Petersburg, “Mayor’s Historic Preservation Summit,”
June 24, 2006; “List of Potential Historic Landmarks,” January 27, 2011; “Update to the List
of Eligibility,” March 8, 2016; “Staff Report, HPC 16-90300002” May 10, 2016; St. Petersburg
Area Chamber of Commerce, Correspondence, February 9, 2015.

1. The mayor will recommend to the Council that the city code allowing for
certain exemptions from the requirement that approved site plans for new
construction be in place prior to granting a demolition request exclude
designated landmarks and potential landmarks from such exemptions.
2. Various properties of historic interest along 5th Avenue North will be
assessed by the City for potential landmark designation.
3. The mayor will support the creation of a downtown heritage walkway with
signage describing the historic importance of select buildings. (Similar to
the African American Heritage Trail in Midtown.)
4. The mayor will continue to support the initiation of landmarks by the
city and endeavor to initiate a minimum of three applications for new
landmarks yearly.
5. The City will conduct in 2016 a public historic Preservation Summit
seeking ways the city can continue to protect and reuse historic resources
to keep St. Petersburg special and contribute to the economic vitality and
growth of the city.

Agreement by the Property Owners
1. Donate $100,000 to Saint Petersburg Preservation, for a fund the purpose
of which will be the preservation and reuse of historic sites and buildings,
and to further the education of the public regarding the city’s shared
heritage and culture. (Note: The City eliminated provision for a city
administered preservation grant program as part of the recent Land
Development Regulation revisions relating to historic preservation.)
2. Make an archival record of the Pheil Hotel & Theater and Central Bank
Building for purposes of future study.
3. Preserve the historic clock on the property site.
4. Provide a bronze plaque to commemorate the former presence of the
Central National Bank and Phiel Hotel & Theater after demolition.

Located on a beautiful, private, 100-acre setting on Halls Lake
in Newbury, VT. Just a 40 minute drive from the
Dartmouth College campus.

Camp Farwell is
the first girls sleepaway summer camp in Vermont,
the first girls overnight summer camp in New England, and
the first girls summer camp in the United States, founded 1889.

Now accepting applications for all 2016 Summer Sessions!
www.Farwell.com MailForDirectors@farwell.com 802-429-2244
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The Bronze Age

Mike Elwell’s Beloved Sculptures Captivate and Charm

I

Dana Wood

f you’ve ever had the distinct pleasure of having that giant bronze frog – the one
with the shiny gold lips – talk’ to you as you’re strolling down Beach Drive,
chances are Mike Elwell was manning a remote microphone from a car parked
nearby. As the creator of the cheery 1200-pound fellow – whose official title is The
Prince – Elwell gets a huge kick out of fooling the passersby. “I’ll say, ‘Ribbit!’”
Elwell says, chuckling. “Or if they’re sitting on him, I’ll say, ‘Hey, get off my back!’”
After relocating to St. Pete in 2010 from Kansas, where he’d been a district
judge and a major mover-and-shaker in the local arts scene in Lawrence, Elwell
quickly made his presence felt by planting a charming menagerie of bronze works
in one of the most tourist-trafficked parts of town. In addition to The Prince, there’s
the curvaceous alligator with the armadillo purse (Let’s Talk), the pelican in the
pink-flamingo Hawaiian shirt (Catching Some Rays), and the elephant sporting
rollerskates with square wheels (Money Talks).
Most of his creatures are parked on benches, which serve as open invitations
to just come and plunk yourself down. “I’ve really tried to make sure they serve a
purpose for seating,” he notes. “The only thing I didn’t account for was how hot

Mike Elwell’s latest piece, Dreadnought

Faithfully polishing The Prince every Saturday morning

those things get when they’re in the sun for hours. Someone in shorts will sit
down and it’ll be like popcorn – they’re up and down in a flash.”
He draws his ideas for his eclectic subjects from a broad mix of sources and
inspirations, from the national news and nautical history to everyday life. Even
exotic and pricey women’s accessories have provided fodder.
Let’s Talk sprang into being after Elwell spotted a vintage armadillo handbag
at a flea market. “I was like, good Lord, women use to walk down the street carrying
a dead armadillo,” he marvels. “I mean, it was the entire shell, with a little snout
for a clasp, and the feet hanging off the side. And at the same time, in Florida
there were alligator purses. Not just the skin, but the head, the feet. And they
were expensive.”
From there, Elwell says he took the mental leap to a famous line from the
popular 1940s comic strip Pogo: “We have met the enemy, and he is us.” Set in
Georgia’s Okefenokee Swamp, the long-running cartoon featured Albert the
Alligator as a central character. “I remembered his long, skinny snout and thought,
wouldn’t it be fun to put a caricature on the end of the bench, with an armadillo
purse? Initially I called it Drag Queen with Armadillo Purse, but then I was convinced
that probably wouldn’t sell too well.”

If you look closely, you’ll see that Elwell’s sassy lady is sporting alligator sandals.
“I found that combination funny,” he says. “She’s wearing shoes made from her
own skin.”
Another famous piece, Money Talks, is politically charged, and was timed for
release right before Barack Obama’s first election.”All the big [Republican] donors
were staying at the Vinoy,” he says. “So I had that up in time for them to walk by
it. And I think they were happy because they saw that the elephant’s foot was
jammed on top of the donkey’s head. But they didn’t really bother to get the idea
that there’s a dollar sign on the hat, and that there’s money bulging out of the
pockets, and an earring in the left ear. The main thing is the skates, though. They
have square wheels. And that just meant that, yeah, you can complain about
everything, and vote against everything, but you have no ideas and you can’t get
anywhere. Square wheels don’t roll.”
In a shift away from his cheeky critters and politics, Elwell’s latest piece – which
he unveiled during the recent Mainsail art fair – is a tongue-in-cheek take on a
battleship. Christened Dreadnought, it falls into the genre of ‘steampunk’ art, which
are essentially mash-ups of repurposed metal culled from steam-operated industrial
machinery. “Think old tractors, steam
shovels, gears, parts from power plants
– put in an entirely new context,” says
Elwell, who is completely self-taught
and an avid student of his craft.
Measuring nine-and-a-half feet
long, Dreadnought was patched together
from a school bell, a firehose, and bits
and pieces from a maritime salvage yard
– all collaged onto a metal-clad
surfboard. “The ‘cannon’ of the ship is
the firehose,” Elwell explains. “And
then it has all these decals on the side
representing the ‘kills.’ Those show that
the Dreadnought sank like six kayakers,
two windsurfers, one kite-surfer, and
Mike with his sculpture Let’s Talk
two paddleboarders. It’s a marauder that
went out in the waters of Tampa Bay
and terrorized all the locals.”
Despite the elaborate backstory he
prepared for Dreadnought – which he
had printed up and handed out to
anyone who was interested – Elwell
admits that probably only a fraction of
the horde of people who viewed it
during Mainsail weekend really grasped
the fake-battleship concept behind it.
“I had it in front of Red Cloud all day
Saturday, and I had probably a thousand,
maybe even 1500 come by,” he says. “A
couple hundred took pictures of it.
Some people did get it, and saw why it
was funny. But I’d have to say they were
the minority. Several thought it was
Catching Some Rays on Beach Drive
real. Truly. They thought an actual
battleship went out and sank kayakers.”
It’s both the whimsy and deeper messages embedded in Elwell’s work that have
impressed John Collins, executive director of the Arts Alliance. “Mike is a nationally
recognized artist hiding in plain site in St. Petersburg,” says Collins. “He’s one of
our undiscovered gems. Who hasn’t seen residents and tourists alike sitting next
to, or on top of, one of his fantastical creatures along Beach Drive? I can’t even
imagine how many photos of them are taken every day, presenting a vibrant, fun
image of our city to the world.”
In addition, says Collins, Elwell is generous. “I’m willing to bet almost no one
knows he’s placed his works at those storefront sites for free,” he says. “That’s the
definition of volunteer community service, and he’s a gentleman to boot.”
Just to be clear: Although Elwell allows us to enjoy his work gratis, all of his
public pieces are most definitely for sale. After all, he’s got to pay for his materials
and casting, which he does in his studio on the South side of St. Pete.
From the sounds of it, that studio is Elwell’s happy place, the site of much good
fun. “I like humor,” he says. “You listen to the news and it’s always grim, we’re
always on our last leg. I love it when I see kids climbing on my pieces. Or when
grown-ups sit on that frog and get their pictures taken. They just smile and laugh.
That warms my heart.”
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The Northeast Journal is celebrating the
Heart Gallery’s 300th and 301st adoption
as two of our previously listed children
became part of a family of 11.
Pass the word, and
make a difference in kids’ lives!
Heart Gallery of Pinellas & Pasco
500 Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. St. N, Suite 300
St. Petersburg FL 33705

HeartGalleryKids.org
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WYL AN
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Photo courtesy of Liara Studios

Better known as Shay, Sherylriana (17) is
upbeat and friendly. She loves hot pink
and her theater classes, but wants to be
a nurse someday. She’d love a tea cup
pig too. When Shay isn’t hanging out with
her friends, she enjoys watching
SpongeBob, listening to Kevin Gates, and
playing Mortal Kombat. Shay loves eating
at Wing Stop and will pass on kiwi and
raisins. With a smile that lights up the
room, we can’t wait to see where her
talents take her! Shay hasn’t given up
hope that her forever family is out there
waiting for her ready with an open mind
and the understanding that family
doesn’t stop when childhood ends.

Wylan is 11 and his love of vanilla
cookies is only surpassed by his love of
twirling shoelaces, beads, and strings.
He enjoys playing games on his tablet
and is continuing to learn about
playing with others. Wylan thrives on
consistency and will need a family
ready to encourage and engage him
on his terms. In this puzzle called life,
let Wylan show you what love and
determination are really all about.
The Heart Gallery’s mission is to provide an
emotionally safe way to connect children with
families through a traveling exhibit
featuring the faces and stories of local foster
children ready for adoption.
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TOM DAVIS Continued from page 1

modified by contemporary potters worldwide.
There are many types of kilns at the Center,
including wood fire, salt, soda, gas, and electric kilns.
Do you know that a wood fire takes five days at 2400°
to complete firing the vessels? On the other hand,
according to Tom, the electric kiln fires up for eight
to ten hours, then it takes about two days to come
back down.
Tom isn’t satisfied with just creating a bowl. It has
to have a stand, and that gives it some stability as
well as a beautiful display. But, it’s not just any stand.
Oh no... Tom also hand-carves wooden bases for the
clay pieces using all types of local reclaimed wood.
His garage is quite the workshop, complete with a
band saw, a drill press, a sander, a British-made
Myford lathe, and several chisels – some old, some Using skilled hands to shape the bowl
from England. He also works
with the wood creating
decorative wooden platters,
highlighting the wood grain
with small touches of colorful
melted semi-precious stones.
While visiting Tom’s
garage, another creative
talent is discovered – Tom
ties fishing flies! Tom loves
fly fishing. He has been trout
fishing all over the world
and he has a boat that he has
outfitted by hand. You can
see him fishing locally, too.
It’s been a long road (44
years, 10 countries, and 6
states) to where he is now
with his pottery. But, he has
found his home in the Old
Northeast and at the Morean
Center. Tom and his wife,
Karen, moved here four years
ago after visiting their
Foreign Service friends in the
Shaping the clay on the potter’s wheel
area several times. They
drove through Granada Terrace, saw a house for sale, of his uncle in military dress and said to himself,
met the owner who lived next door, and they’ve been “That is what I want!” He graduated from the
University of Iowa and joined the US Air Force in
here ever since.
Yes, it’s a long road. Tom grew up on a turkey farm July of 1963. His assignments included Vietnam,
in Missouri and decided to join the military in 1949. South Korea, California (2), Texas, Ohio, Colorado,
While working on the farm and “walking from the Germany (2), and Hawaii (2).
turkey coop with a bag of poop,” he caught a glimpse
Tom and Karen met in Germany in 1980 and

Sitting in an open wood fire area which completes the firing

Into the kiln for another firing

We are here to help you experience a lifetime of good health.
A primary care physician can be your partner in good health, providing preventive care and checkups, treatment when you’re ill, and the management of many
chronic conditions. And Bayfront Health Medical Group has dedicated primary care providers located throughout the community. They’re backed by all the
resources of Bayfront Health St. Petersburg. For your convenience, these physicians make same-day appointments available, and many accept walk-ins. All are
currently accepting new patients.
To schedule an appointment, call 844-4BH-BHMG (844-424-2464).
Left to right: Marijo S. De La Cruz, D.O.; Irina Scutaru, M.D.;
Lisa Ball, D.O.; Karen Joseph, M.D.; Daniel Eckstein, M.D.

Marijo S. De La Cruz, D.O.
Internal Medicine
8730 4th St. North
St. Petersburg
Walk-ins welcome.
Irina Scutaru, M.D.
Internal Medicine
461 7th Ave. South
St. Petersburg

Lisa Ball, D.O.
Family Medicine
603 7th St. South, Suite 400
St. Petersburg
Karen Joseph, M.D.
Family Medicine
603 7th St. South, Suite 400
St. Petersburg
Walk-ins welcome.

Members of the Medical Staff at Bayfront Health St. Petersburg

Daniel Eckstein, M.D.
Family Medicine
603 7th St. South, Suite 400
St. Petersburg
Walk-ins welcome.
Katherine Wojnowich, M.D.
Sports and Family Medicine
603 7th St. South, Suite 440
St. Petersburg

BayfrontDoctors.com
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At home in his workshop

married in the Stuttgart Town Hall in November two years later. According to
Tom, “Karen was with another government agency at the time and I was a lieutenant
colonel in the Air Force. After marriage, I received two commands... one in the
Pacific, and then we were reassigned to Germany where I was assigned as the senior
guy on the intelligence watch. After retiring in July 1990, as a full colonel after 27
years on active duty, I followed Karen into the Foreign Service, for which she had
just been chosen. From Germany we went to Austria, Bangladesh, Uganda,
Washington, D.C., Ghana, Pakistan, Indonesia, Nepal, Washington, D.C. again,
then into retirement in 2009 (after 22 years in the Foreign Service), and then to
Florida in 2012.”
Tom sells his pottery bowls, vases, and lanterns at the Morean Center for Clay
studio for anywhere from $65 to $135. They are also available, as are the platters,
at Florida Craft Art (formerly Florida Craftsman Gallery) on Central Ave.
The Morean Center for Clay, in the Historic Seaboard Train Station in St.
Petersburg’s Warehouse Arts District, is well worth a visit. It is open to the public.
It has a small well-supplied café, co-op studio spaces, classes, workshops, summer
camps, and space for special event rentals. There is a gallery with rotating
exhibitions, and according to the Center’s Director, Valerie Scott Knaust, “With
kilns unloading daily there is always something to see!”

7 students
recognized by
the National
Merit Program

$8.8 million
in Scholarships
& Awards
-

84 students
will attend
51 colleges
& universities

12 NCAA
signings &
commitments

83%
acceptance
rate to UF

Congratulations to the Class of 2016!
View the full Class of 2016 profile and matriculation list at www.shorecrest.org.
Shorecrest is a preschool through high school non-sectarian, co-ed independent school in St. Petersburg, Florida where
empathy becomes action, inquiry sparks intellectual independence and students find their futures. Proven results since 1923.
5101 1st St. NE, St. Petersburg, FL 33703 | 727-522-2111 | www.shorecrest.org
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544 Pinellas Bayway S PH#1
Desirable Penthouse with Dazzling Water
Views Situated on the Grand Canal With
Access to the Gulf of Mexico. Spectacular
Sunsets from Two Private Balconies. Private
End Boat Slip Easily Fits a Large Boat.
Private Cabana Room and Screened Lanai
with Pool Access. Close to Restaurants and
Shops. Minutes to Beaches.
3 BR, 3 BA, 2,295 Sq Ft, 1 CG
Offered for $625,000
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315 13th Ave NE
Desirable Old NE. Enclosed Front Porch,
Updated Kitchen, Beautiful Refinished Oak
Hardwood Floors. High Ceilings, Built In
Shelves, Gas Fireplace. Master Suite and Two
Spacious Bedrooms Upstairs.
4 BR, 2.5 BA, 1,864 Sq Ft, 2 CG
Offered for $559,000
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2350 14th St N
Historic Woodlawn Home Situated on
Corner Lot. Formal Living Room with Wood
Burning Fireplace, Tall Ceilings, Crown
Molding and Wood Floors. Oversized Kitchen
with Gas Appliances. Master Suite Offers
a Private Remodeled Bath with a Custom
Glass Sink, Granite Countertop and a
Luxurious Full Body Massage Shower. Two
Expansive Patios Provide Desirable LowMaintenance Outdoor Space.
3 BR, 2 BA, 2,556 Sq Ft
Offered for $409,000

109 13th Ave NE
Charming Bungalow in Historic Old Northeast. Heart of Pine Wood Floors Throughout.
Wood Burning Fireplace, New Plumbing and
Electric. Oak Tree Lined Street.
4 BR, 2 BA, 1,892 Sq Ft, 2 CG
Offered for $519,000
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673 Segovia Ct NE #702
Beautiful Condo in the Gated Community
of Placido Bayou. Vaulted Ceilings create
an airy appeal in the Open Living Space.
An Updated Kitchen with Breakfast Bar
and Lots of Storage. Two Bedroom Upstairs.
Enclosed Florida Room. Community Pool.
2 BR, 2.5 BA, 1,420 Sq Ft, 2 CG
Offered for $285,000

Summer Sales
are Booming!
Call Us

727-344-9191

1202 14th St N
Beautifully Updated Bungalow in Popular
Euclid/St. Paul Neighborhood. Freshly
Painted Exterior, New Sod in the Front
Yard. Upgraded Modern Kitchen with
Butcher Block Counter Tops and Newly
Added Family Room. Hardwood Floors
Throughout the Home.
2 BR, 1.5 BA, 1,250 Sq Ft, 1 CG
Offered for $279,000

Sold Listings
116 14th Ave NE
3 BR, 2.5 BA, 2,307 Sq Ft, 2 CG, Pool
Last Offered for $749,000
751 Captiva Ct NE
4 BR, 3 BA, 2,130 Sq Ft, 2 CG
Last Offered for $395,000
320 34th Ave N
3 BR, 2.5 BA, 2,200 Sq Ft, 2 CG
Last Offered for $359,000
615 15th Ave NE
2 BR, 2 BA, 1,350 Sq Ft, 2 CG
Last Offered for $599,000
4031 11th St N
4 BR, 3 BA, 3,624 Sq Ft, 3 CG
Last Offered for $517,500

Julie Jones

Kathryn Krayer Zimring

Get to Know

METRO
REAL ESTATE SERVICES

201 2nd Avenue North
St. Petersburg, FL 33701

JJ and the Z
We Know Real Estate
Homes@JJandtheZ.com

